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PRESIDENT’S TURF
A Culture of Change

TPI Board of Trustees
Jimmy Fox

Do you have a culture of change in your organization? I had an opportunity this
past year to lead a class on Leadership to a group of church leaders. One of the
most difficult subjects we discussed was creating a “change culture.” Churches
are always the last group in any society to accept change, especially when mired
in decades and even centuries of traditions. Companies are no different. We all
have a recipe for success in business or farming that helped us attain success, but,
can we keep doing what we have been doing and have the same level of success
we have always enjoyed?
In 2007, Apple and Samsung began to introduce “smart phones” and bring
touch screen technology to cell phones. The king of the enterprise cell phone
business, Blackberry, thought that qwerty keyboards were in such demand that
they ignored the new technology. The tech savvy engineers in Blackberry even
had a new instant messaging system ready to launch, but it was shelved by those
in charge, the “upper brass.” Rigidity, traditionalism, refusal to understand the
customer, and refusal to embrace new technology crushed Blackberry. Blackberry
was so far ahead of everyone, they might have owned the instant messaging
technology, but they shelved it! What was once a household name, is now sitting
on top of a recycled electronics trash heap.

Ofﬁcers
President
Jimmy Fox
Evergreen Turf, Inc. – U.S.A.
+1-480-456-1199
jimmy@evergreenturf.com
Vice President
Eric Heuver
Eagle Lake Professional Landscape Supply –
CANADA
+1-403-235-8873
eric@eaglelakelandscape.com
Secretary-Treasurer
Hank Kerfoot
Modern Turf – U.S.A.
+1-803-713-8873
hank@modernturf.com
Past President
Linda Pittillo Bradley
Turf Mountain Sod, Inc. – U.S.A.
+1-828-685-3642
turfmountain@bellsouth.net
Executive Director
Casey Reynolds, PhD
Turfgrass Producers International – U.S.A.
+1-847-649-5555
creynolds@TurfGrassSod.org
Trustees
John Coombs, Sr.
Coombs Sod Farms, LLC – U.S.A.
+1-856-358-4763
jhc@coombsfarms.com

Bringing a culture of change to your business is not only healthy, but necessary.
It keeps churches from becoming empty buildings, and it keeps corporations
from dying the slow death of irrelevance and obsolescence. How do you bring a
culture of change to your business?

Steve Griffen
Saratoga Sod Farm, Inc. – U.S.A.
+1-518-664-5038
steve@saratogasod.com

For me, the first few months of the new year are the time to think about
change. Business is slow, but trade shows and conferences are in abundance. The
TPI 2018 International Education Conference & Field Day, the Sports Turf
Managers Association Conference & Exhibition, local landscape conferences,
the Golf Industry Show, the World Ag Show, the International Erosion Control
Conference, and so on, and so on…

Jim Keeven
SelecTurf, Inc – U.S.A.
+1-573-634-3444
jim@selecturfsod.com

For me, there are some “DO NOT MISS” conferences: STMA, GIS, and TPI.
I have not missed a Golf Industry Show in over 30 years. I have had the honor
to meet with the STMA board the last three years at their conference. Last year,
we celebrated TPI’s 50th Anniversary. These conferences symbolize decades of
relationships, generations of ingenuity, and encourage the sharing of priceless
information. These conferences are alive with “change culture.”
If you think you can improve your business and never leave your farm or
company environment, you are kidding yourself. If you think you can stay ahead
of the competition with the same old methods, and conferences are simply the
same old people sharing the same old ideas, well, so did Blackberry.
May God bless your efforts to embrace change,
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Randy Jasperson
Jasperson Sod Farm – U.S.A.
+1-262-835-2826
rj@jaspersonsod.com

Mark Tribbett
JB Instant Lawn, Inc. - U.S.A.
+1-503-581-7823
mark@jbinstantlawn.net
Keith Wittig
Central Turf Farms, Inc. – U.S.A.
+1-979-657-1122
kwittig@centralturffarms.com
Tim Wollesen
Sales Midwest, Inc. – U.S.A.
+1-913-254-9560
tim@salesmidwest.com
Legal Counsel
Monte B. Lake
CJ Lake
525 Ninth Street, NW- Suite 800
Washington, DC – U.S.A.
+1-202-789-8644
Science Advisor
Dr. James B Beard
International Sports Turf Institute
College Station, Texas – U.S.A.
+1-979-693-4066
isti@neo.tamu.edu
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S TURF
Welcome Back from Sunny Tucson!
Casey Reynolds, PhD

Wow, the TPI 2018 International Education Conference
& Field Day is officially complete. It was a great event
and thanks go to the approximately 700 attendees from
41 states and 17 countries who made it such a success.

We will certainly make every effort to communicate and
implement this change to our bylaws effectively, so please
be on the lookout for more information as we approach the
end of the current 2017-18 membership and fiscal years.

I also want to thank the TPI staff, Board of Trustees,
volunteers, and committee members who worked hard and
donated their time and efforts to fulfilling our vision. A
lot of great conversations came out of the many committee
and working group meetings that took place in Tucson,
and we look forward to implementing their results.

Our time in Tucson was filled with education,
exchange, fellowship, comradery, seeing old friends,
and making new ones. Congratulations to our TLI
scholarship winners Lanie Carl from Carl & Son Turf
in Harrisonville, Missouri, and Emma Hedgpeth from
Columbia River Seed in Plymouth, Washington. Also,
congratulations to the TLI research grant recipients as
they work hard to provide new information to benefit TPI
members and the turfgrass industry.

During the week, I got a chance to meet growers,
suppliers, industry associates, and educators from all
over the United States, Canada, Europe, Asia, and more.
I’d like to give a special thanks to those who traveled
from South Africa, Australia, and Japan who are in
the running for the un-official award for traveling the
farthest to attend! For those who were not able to attend,
we certainly missed you. We hope that you check out the
May/June issue of Turf News for a Conference recap.
Next on the agenda for me and the rest of the TPI
staff is to begin constructing the budget for the new
membership and fiscal years which passed in the annual
business meeting in Tucson. This transition will result
in a shortened 2018 membership year—from July 1 to
December 31—at which point we will transition to new
membership and fiscal years which will operate on a
calendar year basis. I am optimistic that this will not
only streamline financial processes at TPI headquarters
but will also provide our members more flexibility in
paying their dues in December or January of future years,
depending on what is best for each individual member’s
business and year-end financials.

Please follow us on Twitter!
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I enjoyed getting to meet so many of you and being
able to put faces with the names that I’ve heard so
much about. It’s inspiring to see the passion that all our
members have for this industry and this association. It’s
that passion that motivates me and the rest of the TPI
staff to work hard to ensure our success moving forward.

Cheers,

It’s inspiring to see the passion
that all our members have for this
industry and this association. It’s
that passion that motivates me
and the rest of the TPI staff to
work hard to ensure our success
moving forward.

Turfgrass Producers International: @TPITurfTalk
The Lawn Institute: @TLIhealthylawns
TPI Turf News March/April 2018

Response
Ability

Reliable color and performance. Traffic
tolerance, shade tolerance and drought
tolerance.

Make the most of your acres in
production with top-quality Kentucky
Bluegrass cultivars:

These are the qualities you demand from
Kentucky Bluegrass. And that is what Turf
Merchants delivers.

• Bedazzled
• Blueberry
• Brooklawn

We also respond to your needs for
sustainable solutions, with two Kentucky
Bluegrass cultivars that qualify under
TWCA protocols.

Learn more from your turfgrass seed
distributor, or visit our website.

• Bewitched
• Bonaire
• WaterWorks

33390 Tangent Loop
Tangent, Oregon 97389
Phone: (541) 926-8649
Toll Free: (800) 421-1735
Fax: (541) 926-4435
E-mail: info@turfmerchants.com

www.turfmerchants.com

TPI NEWS
WHAT'S HAPPENING NOW
APRIL IS... NATIONAL LAWN CARE MONTH
April is National Lawn Care Month! Are you ready to help promote this
campaign and take advantage of the promotional resources available to you?
Be prepared to promote lawns and natural turfgrass. Watch for promotional
materials and assorted infographics on TPI’s Facebook page and in the TPI
E-newsletter that you can use to spread the word on the beneﬁts of lawns. See
more information on pages 22-23.

WHAT TO KNOW
NEW MEMBERSHIP CLASSIFICATIONS INTRODUCED
The TPI Board of Trustees recently approved new membership classiﬁcations for supplier members. The
classiﬁcations were designed to create opportunities for more individuals from a supplier company to
receive printed copies of Turf News and other member beneﬁts. In addition, suppliers choosing one of the
expanded classiﬁcation levels will be able to list more of their representatives in the membership directory,
thus enabling producer members to more easily identify a product supplier in their area or region. If you
have questions about, or are interested in enrolling in, one of the new expanded classiﬁcations, please
contact Karen Cooper at 847-737-7631 or Casey Reynolds at 847-737-1846.

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS ANNOUNCED
Please join TPI in congratulating the 2018 Henry W. Indyk Scholarship winners,
sponsored by The Lawn Institute. Lanie Carl, Carl & Son Turf, Harrisonville,
MO, is the winner of the four-year scholarship. Emma Hedgpeth, Columbia
River Seed, Plymouth, WA, has won the one-year scholarship. We are proud to
be assisting these young women with their education and we look forward to
seeing the contributions they bring to the turfgrass industry in the future. Look
for an article about the recipients in the May/June issue of Turf News.

TURFGRASS EDUCATION CENTER

EDUCATION CENTER

Did you miss one of the outstanding educational sessions
at the 2018 International Education Conference & Field
Day last month or would you like to review the content
you heard? You can see all the 2018 sessions, as well as
many from 2016 and 2017 conferences, on TPI’s Turfgrass
Education Center. This is your opportunity to learn!

http://videos.turfgrasssod.org/product-category/channel/turfgrass-education-center-tec

DID YOU KNOW THAT TPI MEMBERS CAN VIEW PICTURES FROM PAST CONVENTIONS
AND CONFERENCES ON SMUG MUG?
Visit www.tpiphotos.smugmug.com to take a journey down memory lane.
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TPI NEWS
MARK YOUR CALENDAR
TPI’S 2019 INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE
FEBRUARY 18 – 21, 2019 | CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA – USA
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International Education Conference
ncee The Westin Charlotte
Charlotte, North Carolina
February 18-21, 2o19

Accelerate the Future as TPI takes over
Charlotte, North Carolina, for the 2019
International Education Conference
February 18-21, 2019. Look for more
information in upcoming issues of Turf
News and the TPI E-newsletter.
Do you have an idea or a program that you would like to share with TPI members at the 2019 International
Education Conference in Charlotte?
The Call for Ideas for education sessions for the TPI’s 2019 International Education Conference will be
available March 15. Watch your inbox for more information!

TPI 2019 SUMMER CONVENTION & FIELD DAY
JULY 23 - 25, 2019 | BLOOMINGTON-MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA - USA
The TPI 2019 Summer Convention & Field Day
will be headquartered at the Hyatt Regency
Bloomington-Minneapolis, July 23-25, 2019. Don’t
miss your chance to experience TPI’s outstanding
education and networking opportunities at the
Convention while seeing the latest products in
the turfgrass production industry at the Field Day,
hosted by Wagner Sod Company.

TPI SUMMER CONVENTION &

FIELD DAY

2019
MINNEAPOLIS | JULY 23-25, 2019
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FROM THE LAWN INST

THANK YOU TO ALL 2018 DONORS
The Lawn Institute sincerely thanks all members that have donated to The Foundation
in 2018. In recognition of the Forever Green, Gold Partner, Green Partner and 500 Club
members, the lists below recognize those who have donated as of 2/1/18.

FOREVER GREEN/LEGACY GIVING

500 CLUB/$500—$999
Bethel Farms—Will Nugent

Hank & Mary Kerfoot (Modern Turf)
For more information go to:
www.TheLawnInstitute.org/page/forevergreen/

Brillion Farm Equipment—Mike Irish
Cameron Financial—Darryl Yochem
Campey Imants—Julia Campey
Coombs Sod Farms, LLC—John Coombs

GREEN PARTNER/$1,000–$4,999
Brouwer Kesmac —Eric Brouwer
Bucyrus Equipment—Steven Dover
DeBuck’s Sod Farms of NY—Greg DeBuck
HydroStraw, LLC/Summit Seed—Ed Lee
Modern Turf—Hank Kerfoot
North Carolina Sod Producers Assoc.
Sales Midwest—Tim Wollesen
Turf Merchants, Inc. (TMI)—Nancy Aerni
Trebro Manufacturing Inc.—Gregg Tvetene

Coosa Valley Turf Farms —Thomas Wolf
Eagle Lake Professional Landscape Supply—Eric Heuver
First Products, Inc.—Carey Parrish
Harmony Outdoor Brands—Mike Pope
Hol-Mac—Brian Ely
Jonathan Green & Sons, Inc.—Barry Green
Laytonsville Landscaping, Inc.—Doug Lechlider
McCall Sod Farm, Inc.—James Maulden
Northern Hills Sod Farm LLC—Roch Bestgen
Oregon Turf & Tree Farms—Tom DeArmond
Patten Seed Co./Super Sod—Ben Copeland, Sr.

For more information on how you can support TLI and make

Personal Donation—Ronald Juip

a donation in 2018 go to: www.The LawnInstitute.org/

R. B. Farms LLC—Robbie Brady

and click on SUPPORT TLI. Contributions help support turfgrass
research, education and scholarships. Donations made in the
calendar year will receive recognition in our publications and
personal recognition in The Lawn Institute booth at the
following levels:

FOREVER GREEN/LEGACY GIVING

Reid Sod Farm—Randall Reid
RTF Turf Producers Association—Jenny Carritt
Somerset Seed & Sod, Inc.—Andy Hutchison
Sumter Sod—Chip Block
The Turfgrass Group, Inc.—Bill Carraway
Tri-Turf Sod Farms, Inc. —Jason Pooler
Trimax Mowing Systems —Ray LeProu
Turf Mountain Sod, Inc. —Jim Novak

GOLD BENEFACTOR/OVER $5,000
GREEN PARTNER/$1,000–$4,999
500 CLUB/$500—$999

PERSONALIZE THE NEXT PAGE (Helpful Hints from The Lawn Institute) Insert your company’s business address and contact
For more information on lawn c
information by going to www.TheLawnInstitute.org/pages/helpful-hints-from-the-lawn-institute/ to access The Lawn Institute’s
w
easy-to-use template. Then print and share with your customers—it’s free!
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FROM THE LAWN INSTITUTE

HELPFUL HINTS
FROM THE LAWN INSTITUTE

NITROGEN AND TURFGRASS HEALTH
Turfgrasses, like all plants,
require inorganic elements
for growth. They obtain
these elements from the
surrounding soil, air, and
water and, depending on
which source you cite, there
are between 16 and 19
elements that are essential
for plant growth. These are
called essential elements and
are usually classified as macronutrients or micronutrients,
depending on their relative concentration inside plants.
Of these nutrients, only carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are
found in higher concentrations than nitrogen.
Nitrogen (N) is present in plant tissue at levels often ranging
from 1.5–5 percent and is a constituent of many components
of plant cells including amino acids, proteins, chlorophyll,
and hormones that regulate plant growth and development.
It is unlike other nutrients in that over-application of
nitrogen can stimulate excessive growth while inversely,
nitrogen deficiency can rapidly inhibit growth. As a result,
nitrogen is one of the most commonly applied nutrients to
plants, including turfgrasses.
There are many different things to consider when developing
a nitrogen fertility plan for turfgrasses. These include: the
nitrogen source, release rate, delivery method, application
timing and rate, and desired outcome. Nitrogen sources
often include synthetic or organic fertilizers, manure, waste
byproducts, or decomposing plant materials. Regardless of
which of these sources is used, plants must convert the nitrogen
in any of these products to inorganic ammonium (NH4+) or
nitrate (NO3-) ions before it can be utilized for growth.

polymer coated urea (PCU), methylene urea, and organic
products provide a much slower, long-term response.
Turfgrass fertilizers often contain a combination of quickand slow-release sources to support growth by supplying
nitrogen for both immediate and long-term use.
Nitrogen is most often applied through granular fertilizers,
but liquid carriers are also available. Application rates
vary, but typically range from 0.5–1 pound of N per 1,000
square feet (25–50 kg/hectare). The amount of fertilizer
required to achieve this rate is dependent upon its percent
nitrogen, which can be found in the first number of the
fertilizer analysis. Nitrogen should only be applied when
turfgrasses are actively growing, which is typically during
the spring and fall months for cool-season turfgrasses
and in the summer months for warm-season turfgrasses.
Avoid applying nitrogen during stressful periods when the
turfgrass is not actively growing due to excessive cold, heat,
or drought.
Application frequency is dependent primarily on desired
turfgrass use and overall outcome. Turfgrasses that are heavily
used for events, athletics, or recreational play may need
multiple nitrogen applications each year, while turfgrasses
that are rarely used may need only one or even none.
Regardless of when or how frequently nitrogen is applied,
it is important to manage it responsibly by avoiding excess
applications, properly calibrating equipment, sweeping
or blowing any fertilizer from hardscapes back into the
turfgrass, and not applying prior to heavy rain. The
appropriate use of this essential plant nutrient can improve
turfgrass health, quality, vigor, color, and appearance while
also maximizing the benefits of lawns everywhere.

Synthetic fertilizers can include quick-release sources,
slow-release sources, or a combination of both, while
organic fertilizers are primarily slow-release. Quick-release
sources often found in fertilizers include urea, ammonium
nitrate, ammonium sulfate, etc. and are useful for providing
immediate green-up, short term growth, and improved
turfgrass recovery after traffic, events, or other stresses.
Slow-release sources such as sulfur coated urea (SCU),

For more
information
lawn
care
and at:
helpfulon“How
tips,and
visithelpful
The Lawn
Institute
at: visit The Lawn Ins
care and helpful “How
to” tips,
visit Theon
For
Lawn
more
Institute
information
lawnto”
care
“How
to” tips,
www.TheLawnInstitute.org.
ww.TheLawnInstitute.org.
www.TheLawnInstitute.org.
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Thank You to All TLI 2017 Donors
The Lawn Institute sincerely thanks all members that have donated to The Foundation in 2017.
In recognition of the Forever Green, Gold Partner, Green Partner and 500
0 Club members,
the lists below recognize those who have donated as of 12/31/17.
1/17.

FOREVER GREEN—Legacy Giving

Hank & Mary Kerfoot (Modern Turf)

GOLD BENEFACTOR—Over $5,000

500 CLUB—$500-$999
$999

Australian Lawn Concepts—John Keleher
Blue Valley Sod—Bob Weerts
Brouwer Kesmac—Eric Brouwer
Coombs Sod Farms, LLC—John Coombs
Eagle Lake Professional Landscape Supply—Eric Heuver
Emerald View Turf Farm—Eddie Keeven
Evergreen Turf, Inc.—Jimmy Fox
Heartland Turf Farms, Inc.—Tom Keeven
Jasperson Sod Farm—Randy Jasperson
Jonathan Green & Sons—Barry Green
Mountain View Seeds—Troy Kuenzi
NG Turf—Aaron McWhorter
Ostfold Gress AS—Johnny Trandem
Poyntz Inc.—Philip Poyntz
Progressive Turf Equipment—Luke Janmaat
SelecTurf Inc.—Jim Keeven
Trebro Manufacturing, Inc.—Gregg Tvetene

Brillion Farm Equipment—Mike Irish
Cameron Financial—Darryl Yochem
Coosa Valley Turf Farms—Thomas Wolf
First Products, Inc.—Carey Parrish
Harmony Outdoor Brands—Mike Pope
Hol-Mac—Brian Ely
Jim Novak—Donation by Linda Bradley
Laytonsville Landscaping, Inc.—Doug Lechlider
McCall Sod Farm, Inc.—James Maulden
Medina Sod Farms—Scott Gregoire
Northern Hills Sod Farm LLC—Roch Bestgen
Oregon Turf & Tree Farms—Tom DeArmond
Personal Donation—Ronald Juip
Purdy Farms—Ed Purdy
R.B. Farms LLC—Robbie Brady
Reid Sod Farm—Randall Reid
RTF Turf Producers Association—Jenny Carritt
Somerset Seed & Sod, Inc.—Andy Hutchison
Sumter Sod—Chip Block
The Turfgrass Group—Bill Carraway
Trimax Mowing Systems—Ray LeProu
Tri-Turf Sod Farms, Inc.—Jason Pooler
Turf Mountain Sod—Fred Pittillo

GREEN PARTNER—$1,000-$4,999
Advanced Equipment—John Janmaat
Bethel Farms—Will Nugent
Brouwer Sod Farms, Ltd.—Gerry Brouwer
Bucyrus Equipment Company, Inc.—Steven Dover
Campey Imants—Richard Campey
DeBuck's Sod Farms of NY, Inc.—Greg DeBuck
Greenhorizons Group—Ron Schiedel
John Deere Canada LLC—Charlene Raymond
Load Lifter Manufacturing—Dave Tughan
Manderley Turf Products—Greg Skotnicki
Modern Turf—Hank Kerfoot
Patten Seed/Super Sod—Ben Copeland
Piedmont Turf Farm—David McCart
Sales Midwest—Tim Wollesen
Saratoga Sod—Steve Griffen
Sod Solutions—Tobey Wagner
Summit Seed—Ed Lee
Turffit Ltd.—William Baird
Turf Merchants, Inc. (TMI)—Nancy Aerni
Zander Sod Co. Limited—Claus Zander
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For more information on how you can support TLI and make
a donation in 2018 go to: www.The LawnInstitute.org/
and click on SUPPORT TLI. Contributions help support turfgrass
research, education and scholarships. Donations made in the
calendar year will receive recognition in our publications and
personal recognition in The Lawn Institute booth at the
following levels:

FOREVER GREEN/LEGACY GIVING
GOLD BENEFACTOR/OVER $5,000
GREEN PARTNER/$1,000–$4,999
500 CLUB/$500—$999
TPI Turf News March/April 2018
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WELCOME NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS
Cory Struble
Cherrington Enterprises Inc.
PO Box 2135
1805 2nd Ave. SW
Jamestown, ND 58402
701-952-0226
cstruble@cherrington.net
J. Ware, III
Green Horizons Turf
552 Brooke St.
Charles Town, WV 25414
304-725-2895
jware@greenhorizonsturf.com
Robin Wicker
Geoponics Corp
3415 Radio Rd., Ste. 105
Naples, FL 34104
239-200-3401
rwicker@geoponicscorp.com
Miguel Cremades
Tapiz Verde S.L.
General Arrando 11
Madrid, Spain 28010
+34 60 698-1378
maria@tapizverde.es
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Jack Heimbuch
Heimbuch Turf Farms LLC
12510 151 Ave.
Verndale, MN 56481
218-639-2956
jack.heimbuch@gmail.com

Rusty Brigman
Brigman Sod
2771 River Rd.
Colbert, OK 74733
580-296-2720
aline@cherokeecomm.com

Lynda Wightman
Hunter Industries
1940 Diamond St.
San Marcos, CA 92078
760-744-5240
Lynda.wightman@
hunterindustries.com

George Schubert
Schubert Ranches LLC
1555 S. Baggett Rd.
Calhan, CO 80808
719-237-2870

Jacky Van De Sluis
Conny Van De Sluis
VMOW
21, Rue Uerschterhaff
Sanem, Luxembourg 4498
352-691-594-543
info@vmow.lu
Mike Delea
Greenlawn Sod Farms Inc.
PO Box 634
Wading River, NY 11792
631-929-4900
greenlawnsod@gmail.com

Eric Webb
Raft River Sod
22 N Yale Rd
Declo, ID 83323
208-349-5740
eric@raftriversod.com

Bill Jackman
1924 W. Ashland Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85009
509-993-6016
wljackman@gmail.com

Melanie Petersen
Green Valley of Utah, LLC
755 E. Main Street
Tremonton, UT 94337
435-257-4736
info@greenvalleyearth.com

Wayne Carter
Elite Sod Farms
PO Box 1674
Colbert, OK 74733
580-775-2307
waynecarter4483@gmail.com

Clint Story
Kempfer Sod Co.
PO Box 120083
Melbourne, FL 32912
321-726-0701

Tommy Winnett
Winnett Sod Farm
4738 Winnett Rd.
Colbert, OK 74733
580-296-4871

Charles Binney
Riverview Sod Ranch
PO Box 100
Leonard, OK 74043
918-366-4141
riverviewsod@yahoo.com
Chris Olson
Olson Sod Farms
31729 455th Ave.
Meckling, SD 57069
605-267-4121
mecklingsod@gmail.com
Allen Brown
Brown Farms Sod
15923 E. 116th St. N.
Collinsville, OK 74021
918-274-9800
amy@brownfarmssod.com
John Loftis
Cimarron Sod LLC
3818 E. Riverbend Rd.
Cushing, OK 74023
918-387-2326
cimarronsod@gmail.com
Gary Mickey
Greenfield Turf
PO Box 138
Gordonville, MO 63752
573-243-7844
greenfieldturffarm@hotmail.
com
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James Manry
Manry Farms
1872 Beshirs Rd.
Hendrix, OK 74741
580-775-0498
manryhayfarms@gmail.com

Takisha Truss
BASF
26 Davis Drive
Research Triangle Park, NC
27709
takisha.truss@basf.com

Jim Parizek
Parizek Farms
12401 W. Wilshire
Yukon, OK 73099
405-354-2865
jmparizek@aol.com

Karissa Jones
BASF
120 Eagles Crest Lane
Weatherford, TX
karissa.jones@basf.com

Gary Weger
Weger Farms Inc.
10978 State Rd. 78
Hendrix, OK 74741
580-838-2716
Lacey Weger
Top Notch Turf
898 Platter Cutoff Rd.
Calera, OK 74730
580-920-5185
laceyweger@hotmail.com
Mike Johnson
M.L. Johnson & Associates
PO Box 460897
Garland, TX 75046
972-442-2594
mjohnson@mljlandscaping.com
Jerry Anderson
Anderson Sod Farm
PO Box 131
Dewdney, BC Canada
VOM 1H0
604-826-2383
colea925@gmail.com
Jeff Vannoy
BASF
26 Davis Drive
Research Triangle Park, NC
27709
919-659-3992
jeff.vannoy@basf.com
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Brian Thompson
BASF
1801 Champione Way
Apex, NC
brian.thompson@basf.com
Willie Pennington
BASF
4117 Ridgebrook Bluff Dr.
Raleigh, NC
919-740-4790
willie.pennington@basf.com

Dr. Kathie Kalmowitz
BASF
3955 Stags Leap
Raleigh, NC
kathie.kalmowitz@basf.com
Kyle Miller
BASF
14000 Princess Mary Rd.
Chesterfield, VA
kyle.miller@basf.com
Jennifer Browning
BASF
5887 Cobalt Loop, SE
Salem, OR
jennifer.browning@basf.com
Gary Myers
BASF
5105 Windance Place
Holly Springs, NC
gary.myers@basf.com

Dr. Joseph Schuh
BASF
26 Davis Drive
Research Triangle Park, NC
27709
joseph.schuh@basf.com

Fast Acting Fire Ant Control
Now labeled for use
on sod farms
Total colony control
within 72 hours
To learn more visit
GreenCastOnline.com/Advion

©2018 Syngenta. Important: Always read and follow label instructions. Some products may not be registered for sale or use in all states or counties and/
or may have state-specific use requirements. Please check with your local extension service to ensure registration and proper use. Advion,® the Alliance
Frame, the Purpose Icon and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. Syngenta Customer Center: 1-866-SYNGENT(A) (796-4368).
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FINDING AND KEEPING EMPLOYEES
IN THE TIGHT JOB MARKET
By Steve Trusty
Tackling labor issues is an ongoing task and it’s not
going to get any easier. Analysts have been touting some
steep challenges ahead. According to The Kiplinger
Letter, Forecasts for Executives and Investors, issued on
January 5, 2018, “Businesses can expect worsening labor
shortages. Already down to 4.1 percent, the jobless rate
will fall even further, to 3.8 percent. And it won’t be just
skilled workers who are in short supply. Even relatively
low-skill jobs in retail, food service and such will go
begging. Part-timers will be scarce too … many of them
will find full-time jobs.”

Market Overview
The need for more workers is obvious, nearly everywhere
I’ve traveled over the past year, and especially during the
last few months, there are “Help Wanted,” and “We Are
Hiring” signs in business windows and the newspaper and
online “Jobs Available Listings” are filled with offerings.
In several regions of the country, companies are using
their radio and television ad spots to put out the call for
employees, at times even stating the salary range and
benefits packages they are offering.
And, with a tighter job market, employee wages are sure to
rise. The Kiplinger Letter further states, “Scarcer workers
points to bigger pay raises in 2018. By the end of the year,
wages will be rising by an average clip of 3 percent, versus
the current average rate of 2.5 percent.” That will impact
the salary range for new hires as well.
Seasonal hiring is, in many situations, even tighter. For
example, The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) announced the cap for H-2B applications for the
first half of the 2018 fiscal year had been met as of December
15, 2017. That’s earlier than in previous years; in the past four
years the cap was met between January and March.
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As that announcement stated, Congress had mandated
66,000 visas would be authorized per year for H-2B
workers: 33,000 visas for the first half of the fiscal year
(October - March) and 33,000 for the second half (April
- September). While at that point USCIS was accepting
applications for the second half of the 2018 fiscal year, the
document noted USCIS would reject any applications with
a start date before April 1, 2018.
While there are stringent requirements in petitioning to
qualify for bringing in H-2B personnel, it’s noteworthy
that the circumstances which a petitioning company must
show are present in their market to bring in those workers
are much like the challenges nearly all turfgrass producers
are facing in finding seasonal workers. The following
information is excerpted from the USCIS website:

•

There are not enough U.S. workers who are able,
willing, qualified, and available to do the temporary
work.

•

Employing H-2B workers will not adversely affect the
wages and working conditions of similarly employed
U.S. workers.

•

Its need for the prospective worker’s services or labor
is temporary, regardless of whether the underlying job
can be described as temporary. The employer’s need is
considered temporary if it is a:

•

Seasonal need – A petitioner claiming a seasonal need
must show that the service or labor for which it seeks
workers is:
- Traditionally tied to a season of the year by an event
or pattern; and
- Of a recurring nature.
OR

•

Peakload need – A petitioner claiming a peakload
need must show that it:
- Regularly employs permanent workers to perform the
services or labor at the place of employment;
- Needs to temporarily supplement its permanent staff
at the place of employment due to a seasonal or shortterm demand; and
- The temporary additions to staff will not become part
of the employer's regular operation.
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While all that data doesn’t solve the hiring problem, it
does help to define it. What I’ve heard from many of you
is there are two distinct categories within the labor crunch
you are facing. The first is the need for good, reliable,
long-term employees in positions ranging from truck
drivers, to crew leaders and onsite project managers to
tech-savvy office personnel with solid customer service
skills. The second is the need for good, reliable, seasonal
employees in positions ranging from mower, forklift and
sod harvester operators to sod installation crew members.
A third category, the need for mid-management to upperlevel management personnel, is too specific to individual
company needs to attempt to address here.
While that’s a broad view of the problems, each market
varies somewhat, and the needs in personnel are specific
for each company, so let’s take a closer look.
As many of you have told me, an additional problem in
the seasonal category, beyond the number of potential
candidates available, comes with the field personnel
positions and the nature of the work you’ll be asking these
folks to perform. These are outdoor jobs, subject to all the
fluctuations changing weather patterns can throw at them.
Most of these positions require the knowledge and skill to
operate equipment of different types, performing different
tasks. Some of the machines are reasonably easy to operate
following a brief training session, but the work itself is
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repetitious. Other machines are much more complex and
too valuable to trust to an inexperienced operator, yet in
many regions, these personnel are only needed from early
spring to late autumn, or for even shorter intervals.

Develop the Job Description
So, to start the search, identify the position or positions
you want to fill. Then develop a detailed job description
for each position. While this may be time consuming, it
will be worthwhile, and some of the tips your peers have
shared will make it a little easier.
Write down the basics as you see them, on paper or on a
computer, tablet or smart phone. Wait at least overnight
before you look at them again. Make any changes you’ve
seen. Then take that description to one or two of those
in your company that have been doing that job for quite
a while and, in your opinion, doing it well. Ask them to
review what you’ve put together and make any corrections,
changes and/or additions they think are needed. Be sure to
let them know they won’t offend you by any changes they
make. You are asking because they do a great job and you
want to fill the open position or positions with those with
the potential to do the same. Give them at least 24 hours
to think about their input.
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Once you receive their feedback, thank them for making
time to tackle the task. Then review it, think about it,
analyze it—whatever it takes to wrap your head around
their revisions. Next, whether you have questions or not,
schedule a time to discuss the revised document with
them. Pick a time that works for them and let them know
you appreciate their feedback and just want to make sure
you are clear on everything.
Make this meeting a collaboration. You do want to get
any clarifications that you need, but you also will want to
ask for their suggestions on where and how you will find
the best candidates for fill the position. Acknowledge
the challenges of the job; reaffirm your appreciation of
their job performance. Then ask them some open-ended
questions. How did you learn about this job opening?
What led you to apply for the job? What interested you
most about it? Did you have concerns about the job before
you accepted it? Now that you’ve been doing this job for
(fill in the blank for the months or years), what’s the best
part of it for you? What part do you like the least? If a
close friend of yours were to consider applying for this
job, what would you tell him/her about it? Do you have
any suggestions on how to reach a potential applicant?
Do you have any suggestions of individuals who might be
interested in the job?
Then give the employee the opportunity to ask you any
questions pertaining to the job description you are working
on together. Answer any questions openly and honestly, in
as much detail as you deem appropriate for the situation. A
mid-level manager may want and need more details from
you than a mower operator. But remember, as you answer,
both individuals perform key tasks that are keeping your
16

business operating successfully. End the meeting with
another thank you.
The feedback and this meeting should provide you with a
much clearer picture of the job you need to fill and a solid
job description to start your search. No one knows a job
better than the individual who does it, so you probably had
a few surprises pop up through this process. Revelation
is a good thing. Learn from it and build on it. And keep
those lines of communication open. You’ve received great
feedback throughout this process; keep it flowing.
Once the revised job description is complete, share a copy
of it with the individual who collaborated with you in
developing it. Let them know you are beginning the job
search. Tell them which methods and venues you will be
using to reach potential applicants and ask them if they
have any additional suggestions. Ask again if they have
any suggestions of individuals who might be interested in
the job. Because they have been so involved throughout
this process, it’s likely they’ve talked to others about it—
and that may have sparked interest in the job that could
bring you a potential applicant.
Take this additional step while all this information is
fresh. You should already have an Employee Handbook
that covers the basic details of your company and defines
the requirements and expectations you have for all your
employees. If the handbook includes job descriptions, be
sure to update those descriptions following this process. If
it doesn’t contain job descriptions, use the document you
have just created. Plan to provide the up-to-date-version
of the job description to the individual hired for the job,
along with a copy of your Employee Handbook.
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Search Aggressively
The job search is serious business. How many times
have you heard your peers comment, “I wouldn’t be here
(or have this success) or (have weathered that storm)
without my employees (my staff, my team)? And while
there are a few who state that because they think it is
expected, much more often it’s a heartfelt expression of
appreciation for teamwork, dedication and loyalty far
beyond what they expected. And isn’t that the kind of
team you want to build?
So, where are you going to find people like that? Maybe
where you found the long-term employees you now have
in those positions. So, start there. The traditional job
listing resource, the newspaper, should now have an online
posting as well as a print version. Your city may have
additional online job-finding companies, generally totally
online, so post your opening there, too.
Use your website and Facebook pages. Face it, nearly all
potential employees, at all age levels, and at nearly all skill
levels, are going to check out your company online. They will
only apply for the position if they like what they see there.
So, that’s one more reason to keep these reflections of your
company fresh, appealing and easily inter-active, because of
course, you’ll include an online job application as an option.
If your company is active on Twitter, tweet your opening, too.
It’s an easy way to reach out to a narrow or broad audience.
Just be aware you’ll have no control of those retweets.

A heads-up on the online hiring process—respond
quickly! If possible, you’ll want someone to monitor
applications daily, review them daily, and make sure
whoever makes the “sorry, but no,” or “come in for an
interview” decision sees those applications daily. Instant
access builds the expectation of instant results. It’s better
for an applicant to get the thanks, but no thanks, message
right away, instead of waiting for several weeks to learn
that result. And, if the applicant looks promising, you’ll
want to get the process moving right away anyway, because
they are probably applying for other positions, too.
You may want to reach out to family and friends—your
own and those of your current employees. There are pros
and cons to hiring those these resources find for you. If
you make the hire and the fit is right for your business and
the individual, it can be great. If the new hire does not
prove to be a reliable, at least adequate, employee—and
you must fire him or her—even though you do so within
the probationary period that must be included in your
hiring process—there can be long-term consequences.
Think this through according to the history of your
company in these situations before you act. And realize
whichever decision you make, there will be some within
your company that will not think you’ve made a good one.
(A future article will dig into this issue in detail)

GRASS SEED for SOD PRODUCERS,
SPORTS TURF & RESIDENTIAL LAWNS

TM

• West Coast Direct Pricing
• Innovative Seed Blends
• Enhanced Seed Technologies
• Extensive Lot Quality Control Testing
• Immediate Shipments
3-D Sod® Blend

3-D Sod®

3-D Sod®

HARVESTER BLEND

3-D Sod®

3-D Sod®

RAPID ESTABLISHMENT BLEND

HYBRID BLEND

Ultra 3-D Sod®

3-D Tall Fescue

WATER STEWARD BLEND

BLUEGRASS MIXTURE

3-D Sod Blend®

• No Micro clover
• No Herbicides
• No Fertility

UNIMAGINABLE

Self Feeding Lawn

3D

• MICRO
O CLOVER
ERBICIDES
• NO HERBICIDES
ERTILITY
• NO FERTILITY

The Original
Blend
• Original 3-D Sod
• Extremely Versatile
• Dark Green Color

DENSER:
Aside from the aesthetic beauty
of a thick lawn, 3-D Sod’s
improved density will help
compete with weeds by actually
squeezing them out! Plus, 3-D
Sod will green-up quick in the
Ã«À}}Û}ÞÕÌ iwÀÃÌ}Àii
lawn on the block.

www.3-DSod.com

Hydrostraw.com
info@Hydrostraw.com

Developed to focus on harvesting sod faster. The varieties and percentages were
selected for their attributes to harvest sod faster yet still maintain the proven 3-D Sod
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• Focused on Harvesting Sod Faster
• -«Ài>`}6>ÀiÌiÃ6`Ã-`i`
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• Genetically Diverse
• Reduced Inputs
• Stay Within Mowing Cycles Varieties having Similar Vertical Growth Patterns

DARKER:
3-D Sod has been specially
designed to yield a naturally
darker turf. Simply put, this
means less fertilizing! You’ll be
able to have the same rich green
lawn you expect without the use
of costly and sometimes harmful
chemicals.

Summitseed.com
info@Summitseed.com

Combining
Seed Technology

Faster Sod
Harvesting

3-D Sod Blend is the original Darker, Denser, Dwarfer Kentucky Bluegrass blend
varieties with similar texture and growth habits yet genetically diverse in their
composition. Excellent dark green color with excellent powdery mildew resistance.
Provides a rapid spring green up out of dormancy. Varieties used are generally from the
Compact types and Compact America types. Extremely versatile sod blend.

DWARFER:
Our 3-D Sod provides less
vertical growth and a lower
canopy height. It’s an attribute
ÜÌ  > LiiwÌ Ì >Ì Ã ÌiÀÀLÞ
simple to understand... less
mowing! Stop spending all
weekend working on your lawn
rather than just enjoying it.

If it’s not 3-D Sod, It’s Just Grass®
HydroStraw, LLC
22110 S. State Route 27
Rockford, WA 99030
Toll Free: 800-457-6748
Fax: 815-468-7450
info@3dsod.com • www.3dsod.com
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• 3-D Dark green color
• Time to Harvest Is Decreased
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Aside from the aesthetic beauty
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mowing! Stop spending all
weekend working on your lawn
rather than just enjoying it.

If it’s not 3-D Sod, It’s Just Grass®
HydroStraw, LLC
22110 S. State Route 27
Rockford, WA 99030
Toll Free: 800-457-6748
Fax: 815-468-7450
info@3dsod.com • www.3dsod.com

DARKER:
3-D Sod has been specially
designed to yield a naturally
darker turf. Simply put, this
means less fertilizing! You’ll be
able to have the same rich green
lawn you expect without the use
of costly and sometimes harmful
chemicals.

www.3-DSod.com

Hydrostraw.com
info@Hydrostraw.com

Summitseed.com
info@Summitseed.com

• Establish Your Sod Faster

• VÀi>Ãi`ÀiÃÕÌÃVÀi>Ãi`*ÀwÌÃ
• Picking Up Where Mother Nature Left Off
• Enhanced Seed TechnologyTM

DENSER:
Aside from the aesthetic beauty
of a thick lawn, 3-D Sod’s
improved density will help
compete with weeds by actually
squeezing them out! Plus, 3-D
Sod will green-up quick in the
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lawn on the block.

DWARFER:
Our 3-D Sod provides less
vertical growth and a lower
canopy height. It’s an attribute
ÜÌ  > LiiwÌ Ì >Ì Ã ÌiÀÀLÞ
simple to understand... less
mowing! Stop spending all
weekend working on your lawn
rather than just enjoying it.

If it’s not 3-D Sod, It’s Just Grass®
HydroStraw, LLC
22110 S. State Route 27
Rockford, WA 99030
Toll Free: 800-457-6748
Fax: 815-468-7450
info@3dsod.com • www.3dsod.com

SUMMITSEED.COM

info@Summitseed.com
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100% Turf grass Water Conservation Alliance (TWCA) Approved drought tolerant
Bluegrass Blend. The varieties used in 3-D Sod Water Steward Blend are backed by
science and have been selected by a peer group review process. This cutting-edge
research has now set the standards for drought tolerant varieties that stay green longer in
drought, and recover faster when coming out of dormancy. Couple these strong water saving
attributes with the known 3-D Sod turf quality standards. Water is the driver of the turf grass
industry.

Self Feeding Lawn

Self Feeding Lawn

Increased sod establishment, reduce days to harvest. Contains characteristics of the
3-D Sod Blend with an additional Kentucky bluegrass variety that is highly rated in sod
tensile strength. Providing a rapid establishing sod blend with the ability to be harvested
earlier due to its increased tensile strength and spreading attributes.

Self Feeding Lawn

• Reduce Your Blend Cost By 10%
• Increasing Germination & Seedling Survival Rates
• Blending New Technology with Old

Drought
Tolerant

Stronger
and Faster

A combination sod blend that includes Enhanced Seed Technology™ seed and
the industry standard RAW Seed. Reduce your input costs and increase your results
at the same time. How often do you have an opportunity to increase results and reduce
cost at same time? Increasing seedling survivability in marginal growing conditions is the
key to uniform turf grass stands. 3-D Sod Hybrid Blend has a combination of Enhanced Seed
Technology couple with the standard RAW seed. A great way to experience the attributes of
Enhanced Seed Technology while still maintaining a level of RAW Kentucky Bluegrass seed in
the blend.

• No compromising quality

• Increased Tensile strength

• High Plant Density

• Faster Harvest Times

• Less Vertical Growth

DARKER:
3-D Sod has been specially
designed to yield a naturally
darker turf. Simply put, this
means less fertilizing! You’ll be
able to have the same rich green
lawn you expect without the use
of costly and sometimes harmful
chemicals.

DENSER:
Aside from the aesthetic beauty
of a thick lawn, 3-D Sod’s
improved density will help
compete with weeds by actually
squeezing them out! Plus, 3-D
Sod will green-up quick in the
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Hydrostraw.com
info@Hydrostraw.com

Summitseed.com
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• Water Conserving Sod – Reduced Water Use
• Varieties Selected/Approved By TWCA
• iiÌÃ/7 Ƃ-`-«iVwV>ÌÃ

DWARFER:
Our 3-D Sod provides less
vertical growth and a lower
canopy height. It’s an attribute
ÜÌ  > LiiwÌ Ì >Ì Ã ÌiÀÀLÞ
simple to understand... less
mowing! Stop spending all
weekend working on your lawn
rather than just enjoying it.

If it’s not 3-D Sod, It’s Just Grass®
HydroStraw, LLC
22110 S. State Route 27
Rockford, WA 99030
Toll Free: 800-457-6748
Fax: 815-468-7450
info@3dsod.com • www.3dsod.com

DARKER:
3-D Sod has been specially
designed to yield a naturally
darker turf. Simply put, this
means less fertilizing! You’ll be
able to have the same rich green
lawn you expect without the use
of costly and sometimes harmful
chemicals.

• >Vi`LÞ-ViÌwV,iÃi>ÀV
• High Quality Sod Traits
• It’s your turn to become a Steward of the environment

DENSER:
Aside from the aesthetic beauty
of a thick lawn, 3-D Sod’s
improved density will help
compete with weeds by actually
squeezing them out! Plus, 3-D
Sod will green-up quick in the
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www.3-DSod.com

Hydrostraw.com
info@Hydrostraw.com

Summitseed.com
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DWARFER:
Our 3-D Sod provides less
vertical growth and a lower
canopy height. It’s an attribute
ÜÌ  > LiiwÌ Ì >Ì Ã ÌiÀÀLÞ
simple to understand... less
mowing! Stop spending all
weekend working on your lawn
rather than just enjoying it.

If it’s not 3-D Sod, It’s Just Grass®
HydroStraw, LLC
22110 S. State Route 27
Rockford, WA 99030
Toll Free: 800-457-6748
Fax: 815-468-7450
info@3dsod.com • www.3dsod.com

Innovative Sod Solutions

Exceptional
Turf Qualities

Powerful
Sod Solution

The selected Elite Tall Fescue varieties have the ability to spread by rhizomes and or
by aggressive tillering. These turf type Tall Fescue also exhibit strong drought tolerance
characteristics. The addition of an Elite Enhanced Kentucky Bluegrass accelerates harvesting
ability and increases sod strength for high quality Sod Traits. The Tall Fescue and Kentucky
bluegrass varieties used are Dark green in color with excellent disease resistance.

All around high performance including drought, wear and shade tolerance, as well as
naturally dark green color. Ultra 3-D Sod produces a very uniform turf with a medium
texture and excellent density. Moreover, mature sod performs well with moderate annual
fertility. These characteristics makes for an unsurpassed sod product that is applicable for use
Ã«ÀÌÃwi`Ã] i>ÜÃ]>`iÌi}vVÕÀÃiÃ°

• Fast Establishing
• Quick harvesting attributes
• Drought Tolerant Varieties for Reduced Water Use

DARKER:
3-D Sod has been specially
designed to yield a naturally
darker turf. Simply put, this
means less fertilizing! You’ll be
able to have the same rich green
lawn you expect without the use
of costly and sometimes harmful
chemicals.
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Hydrostraw.com
info@Hydrostraw.com

Summitseed.com
info@Summitseed.com

• Very Uniform – Dark Green Color
• Manage One Variety
• Moderate Nitrogen Needs

• Excellent Disease Resistance
• 3-D Dark Green Color

DENSER:
Aside from the aesthetic beauty
of a thick lawn, 3-D Sod’s
improved density will help
compete with weeds by actually
squeezing them out! Plus, 3-D
Sod will green-up quick in the
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DWARFER:
Our 3-D Sod provides less
vertical growth and a lower
canopy height. It’s an attribute
ÜÌ  > LiiwÌ Ì >Ì Ã ÌiÀÀLÞ
simple to understand... less
mowing! Stop spending all
weekend working on your lawn
rather than just enjoying it.

If it’s not 3-D Sod, It’s Just Grass®
HydroStraw, LLC
22110 S. State Route 27
Rockford, WA 99030
Toll Free: 800-457-6748
Fax: 815-468-7450
info@3dsod.com • www.3dsod.com

Self Feeding Lawn

• A Monostand - Blending is a Compromise
• Reduced Inputs
• Long Term Sod Solution

DARKER:
3-D Sod has been specially
designed to yield a naturally
darker turf. Simply put, this
means less fertilizing! You’ll be
able to have the same rich green
lawn you expect without the use
of costly and sometimes harmful
chemicals.

DENSER:
Aside from the aesthetic beauty
of a thick lawn, 3-D Sod’s
improved density will help
compete with weeds by actually
squeezing them out! Plus, 3-D
Sod will green-up quick in the
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lawn on the block.

www.3-DSod.com

Hydrostraw.com
info@Hydrostraw.com

Summitseed.com
info@Summitseed.com

DWARFER:
Our 3-D Sod provides less
vertical growth and a lower
canopy height. It’s an attribute
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simple to understand... less
mowing! Stop spending all
weekend working on your lawn
rather than just enjoying it.

If it’s not 3-D Sod, It’s Just Grass®
HydroStraw, LLC
22110 S. State Route 27
Rockford, WA 99030
Toll Free: 800-457-6748
Fax: 815-468-7450
info@3dsod.com • www.3dsod.com

3-D Self Feeding Lawn is working with nature to produce a higher quality turf
while reducing our impact on the environment. Sounds too good to be true, right?
Breeders at DLF-TRIFOLIUM from Denmark spent over 12 years creating a new dwarf
small leave White dutch clover that produces nitrogen naturally. The White Clover that we
see growing wild tends to dominate the turf.
Whereas the Microclover has been breed to be dwarf and not nearly as aggressive as it’s wild
counter part so that this new proprietary clover can coexist to really serve the grasses versus being
in competition with them.
What is amazing in addition to the clover feeding the turfgrass is the improvement in heat and drought
tolerance in the turfgrasses and improved competition to common turf weeds.

Self Feeding Lawn

FIRST YEAR EXPECTATIONS.
The Microclover begins to produce nitrogen
naturally within 8 to 10 months after
establishment. Therefore it is recommended
that a nitrogen source be applied at least two
times to aid in the turfgrass establishment.
Phosphate and potash levels should be
checked by soil testing and balanced prior
to seeding. After a year the 3-D Self Feeding
Lawn will produce the needed nitrogen for
most cool season turf applications. Phosphate
and potash levels should be checked every 2
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levels for optimum plant health.

SELF FEEDING.
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY.
Sustainable Option… Its time to do your
part, the thought of a “Self Feeding
Lawn” is now reality, 3D Sod Self Feeding Lawn (SFL) will provide you a lawn
to be proud of while helping you to do
your part in the evolving circle of sustainability. A naturally darker, denser turf.

www.3-DSod.com

Summitseed.com
www.3-DSod.com
info@Summitseed.com

Hydrostraw.com
info@Hydrostraw.com

3-D SELF FEEDING
LAWN BENEFITS.
Feeds itself naturally,
continuously
producing
a healthier turf without the
peaks and valleys associated with
nitrogen fertilizer applications. Improved Heat and Drought Tolerance
during the summer months with all grass
species tested. Improves competition with
unwanted weeds to reduce if not eliminate the
need for herbicides. Improved turf health appears to increase turf wear tolerance.

If it’s not 3-D Sod, It’s Just Grass®
HydroStraw, LLC
22110 S. State Route 27
Rockford, WA 99030
Toll Free: 800-457-6748
Fax: 815-468-7450
info@3dsod.com • www.3dsod.com

22110 S. State Route 27
Rockford, WA 99030
TOLL FREE: 800-457-6748
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Retirees may be an option for some seasonal and parttime positions. These may, or may not, fall into the
family and friends category. Many of you have told me
that some of your best mower operators are retirees who
work the number of days and hours that work best for
their schedule—which you’ve made workable for your
needs. That may be a two- or three-person rotation filling
one position, which some of you have set up on a fixed
schedule, and others on a flexible schedule, where the
individuals coordinate the “who will work when” details.
There can be some real jewels within the retiree pool, if you’re
willing to think outside the box. Consider a retired banker or
accountant to assist with financials; a retired HR specialist to
train your new hires and monitor your HR-related issues; a
retired marketing specialist to review your marketing materials
and maybe your online “presence.” A retired service technician
might be a great fit for once a week general maintenance on
some of your equipment or simply as a troubleshooter for
problems. Experienced retirees could fill troubleshooting roles
in a wide range of niches, from irrigation to safety issues and
governmental regulation compliance. A retired elementary
school teacher might conduct your “show & tell” tours. Every
hour outsourced to one of these individuals is an hour saved for
your full-time staff.
College students are a great potential source of seasonal
personnel—though their season of availability may be
shorter than you’d like—they still can be a good hire. Many
will return for the next season, at least through graduation.
Depending on the position they fill and their career path
plans, some will not only become reliable seasonal workers
but develop into productive, engaged, long-term personnel.
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How do you reach college students? Connect with the turf
professors at your local/regional community college and
university. They can be the best source once they know
you and how your company operates. They can, and most
will, do much of the pre-screening for you, sending you
the applicants that will best match your job openings. They
want their students to be successful and they want you to
be successful, too. Depending on the age-level you require
for the position, the local high school FFA instructor can
be a similar resource for potential hires. Nearly all turfrelated conferences and trade shows have a job opening
board. Post your position there.
Consider using a “headhunter” for your upper level
positions. Armed with the detailed job description you’ve
created, they can probably troll the potential hire market
more efficiently than you can. But, as I’ve heard way too
often, this only works IF the headhunter understands the
unique “culture” of your company. Before going this route,
treat the relationship as you would any other hire. Invite
the headhunter to meet you at your site to take a tour, see
how your operations flow and visit with key personnel,
before you sign a contract with them. Like all your team,
they will be representing you and your company in every
interaction they conduct on your behalf.

Finders—Keepers
All the work you put in upfront in finding, qualifying, and
hiring will pay off. Good hires become good employees,
excellent assets to your team, your company and key to
your success.
Steve Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
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TIPS TO MAKE TRAINING WORK
By Steve Trusty

Who Should Conduct This Training?

All business owners and managers understand that training
is a necessity and it’s often at the top of the company To Do
List, especially when new personnel have been hired. For
turfgrass producers, the pressure to train can be even greater
when the spring season hits and the workload kicks into
high gear. Here are a few tips others have shared to tackle
that training—and make sure it sticks.

The trainer needs to be someone who understands the
process or activity that is the target of the training and
performs the task competently themselves.

What Do You Want to Accomplish?
Start with the outcome. Determine what you want the
trainee(s) to take away from the training session. Then
target the training to that result.
Don’t try to cram too much into one training session.
With some training, it’s best to concentrate on one key
objective. Other sessions can be wider ranging but try to
limit them to a maximum of three take-aways.

What Key Points Must Be Covered?
Determine the most important details needed to achieve
the targeted outcome. What does the trainee need to know
to perform the task; or interact with the customer; or
complete the documentation?
Make a list of those points, putting them in step-by-step
or chronological order. Develop a preliminary training
program using those points. Then review it to determine if
that information will cover all the details necessary in the
best order to accomplish the goal.

Who Needs This Training?
Provide orientation for new personnel. Complete any
necessary paperwork. Review your Employee Handbook,
including the requirements and expectations you have
for all your employees, and have them sign that they
have received this document and agree to comply with
it. Introduce them to their direct supervisor, for a tour of
the facility, overview of the work they will be doing, and
introduction to their co-workers.
Everyone in your company needs safety training, basic first
aid training and emergency response training.
Specific, targeted training is needed by: everyone who
works with equipment, drives a vehicle, works with your
computer system, answers your phones, interacts with your
customers, supervises other personnel.
Every employee needs periodic training on company
policies and procedures, any operational changes that may
affect how they do their job, and some good, old-fashioned
“team spirit” motivational training.
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Not all competent personnel are good teachers. The trainer
must be able to explain the process or activity in a step-by-step
format without “talking down” to those being trained and have
the patience to work with others less-skilled than themselves.

What Is the Best Training Site?
The orientation training of a new hire should begin in your
office and end at the work site.
All other training, should be held at a facility that can
comfortably accommodate the number of people being
trained, onsite or offsite. Classroom-style training
can be effective, if done well. Make it targeted, short,
engaging and interactive. Add some fun elements when
possible, such as tossing a candy bar to each person who
answers a question.
Hands-on training is best conducted at the worksite,
whether that’s in the office or in the field.

How Long Should the Training
Session Be?
Not one second longer than it needs to be to accomplish
your goal.

How Will You Know the Message
Was Delivered?
Effective training produces a result. Training developed to
achieve a desired outcome should produce that result.

What Follow Up Will Make It Stick?
Catch your employees practicing the targeted outcome of
your training and reward them for doing so verbally and in
whatever additional form fits your style and theirs, such as
praise in front of their peers, or a thank you note.
Develop a training calendar that covers your key
objectives, with the training session scheduled just prior
to when your personnel will be using that information. A
seasonal rotation will help you make sure those issues are
covered and making training a recurring priority will help
keep your employees learning and improving.
Yes, it takes time to train well, and time is a valuable resource,
but don’t look at training only as an expense. Done well, it’s
it s
an investment—in your people and in your company.
Steve Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
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APRIL IS...
NATIONAL LAWN CARE MONTH
By Steve Trusty
Once again, Turfgrass Producers International (TPI)
and The Lawn Institute (TLI) are proud to partner with
other leading industry associations in the “April is…
National Lawn Care Month” promotion. The purpose of
the campaign is to build awareness of proper lawn care,
educate the public and support landscape companies,
turfgrass producers, educators, green industry companies
and professionals who want to educate their clients about
their lawns. The promotion, originally introduced by the
National Association of Landscape Professionals (NALP)
has drawn additional partners as well: the Outdoor Power
Equipment Institute (OPEI), the Irrigation Association
(IA) and the National Hispanic Landscape Alliance
(NHLA).
The power of so many turfgrass-related associations and
their thousands of members uniting behind a common
theme will broaden the message and create even greater
awareness. This united industry front will help us educate
more consumers about the benefits of natural turf lawns.
While the lawn care and landscape industry in the U.S.A.
has recognized April as National Lawn Care Month
for many years, TPI and TLI are seeking to expand the
outreach, spreading the word internationally as well as
nationally. It’s the start of the spring season in in the
Northern Hemisphere and the beginning of autumn for
the Southern Hemisphere, both seasons when the natural
green grass of the lawn is an inviting spot for family
activities or entertaining friends. Thus, across the world
where turfgrass is growing, April is an opportune time
to harness the public’s excitement about the outdoors and
remind them about the benefits of a well-cared-for lawn.
We know that members of TPI, NALP, NHLA, OPEI
and IA are passionate about creating beautiful healthy
lawns and yards, and we want to help you share that
passion and knowledge with the public.
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TLI’s website www.TheLawnInstitute.org includes links
to facts, resources, infographics, photos and a logo that
you can download (for free!) and use in your social media
and client communications to promote National Lawn
Care Month. There also are numerous other infographics
available for downloading. In addition, there is a template
for signage you can personalize to post at retail outlets
and/or turfgrass sod installation job sites.
NALP also has created a tool kit which includes the
April is... National Lawn Care Month logo, infographics,
photos, press releases, lawn facts and numerous promotion
suggestions that you can use. www.landscapeprofessionals.
org/nalp/national-lawn-care-month.aspx

Ideas to Help Spread the Word
The more the merrier when it comes to spreading the
word of the benefits of natural turfgrass. Here are a few
suggestions to get you started.
Promote National Lawn Care Month on your website,
in e-newsletters and/or e-blasts to clients. Add a link to
NALP’s webpage dedicated to National Lawn Care Month
on its consumer site, LoveYourLandscape.com, which shares
facts, statistics, and lawn care tips with homeowners.
Share the story with your local print and broadcast media.
Offer to write an article or be interviewed by print media
and provide the April is… National Lawn Care Month
logo and infographics. Contact your local television
community news personnel and talk radio station hosts
and offer to be interviewed and/or to share information to
help them develop their own story.
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Join the social media campaign on Twitter using the
hashtag #LawnCareMonth and add the hashtags
#NaturalGrass #TPITurfTalk and #TLIhealthylawns.
Write tweets using the facts and resources on the TLI
webpage. Here are a few sample tweets:

Feature National Lawn Care Month in your company
blog. Use the logo and photos to add interest. Introduce
a new topic several times throughout the month, sharing
lawn care tips, the environmental benefits of natural grass
and infographics.

•

Did you know that a 50-foot by 50-foot lawn provides
enough oxygen for a family of 4? #LawnCareMonth
#NaturalGrass #TPITurfTalk and #TLIhealthylawns

•

Spring has arrived. Here are some tips to help care
for your yard. #LawnCareMonth #NaturalGrass
#TPITurfTalk and #TLIhealthylawns

Post to Facebook. Share the facts and resources on your
Facebook page. Include photos of beautiful lawns and—
even better—of people enjoying their lawns. Keep the
message fresh with frequent new posts and invite your
Facebook friends to share your posts with their friends.

•

•

Wouldn’t it be wonderful if the good news about natural
grass goes viral?

Fall has arrived. Here are some tips to care for
your yard. #LawnCareMonth #NaturalGrass
#TPITurfTalk and #TLIhealthylawns

Steve Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.

Did you know lawn games have been around since
the 17th Century? #LawnCareMonth #NaturalGrass
#TPITurfTalk and #TLIhealthylawns

If you are an Instagram user, post photos of your lawn
projects (or those of your clients if your company does not
do sod installations) using the tags #LawnCareMonth
#NaturalGrass #TPITurfTalk and #TLIhealthylawns.

Quality
Since 1971

www.rrproducts.com

THOUSANDS

of quality replacement parts to fit:
Beck • Brouwer • Kesmac • Poyntz • Ryan • Texas Sod
Harvester • Trebro • Bucyrus • Princeton

SEE US AT
TPI 2018 TUCSON!
Fax 520-294-1045
www.rrproducts.com
TPI Turf News March/April 2018

FREE freight on all
orders over $500*
*CONTINENTAL USA ONLY

ORDER TODAY • SHIP TODAY

800.528.3446
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JB INSTANT LAWN—
50 YEARS AND STILL ROLLIN' A LAWN
By Suz Trusty

This family photo was taken in 2013. From left to right: Lena, Teresa, Paul Jensen, Marie Jensen, Mark Tribbett, Anne-Marie Tribbett, David and Paul.

JB Instant Lawn, Inc. is a multi-faceted, family-owned
business, established in 1968 and headquartered in the
heart of Oregon’s Willamette Valley. Their operation is
just outside of Salem, OR, where they grow turf, grass
seed, hazelnuts and blueberries. JB also has sod production
fields and a wholesale nursery operation in Redmond,
Washington, just outside of Seattle.
Entering its 50th year, JB is now operated by the second
generation, Anne-Marie, daughter of the founders, Paul
and Marie Jensen, and her husband Mark Tribbett.
Mark describes their sod operations as very dynamic and
“vertically integrated.” Some of the seed varieties that
JB grows are used in sod production as well as in the
packaged seed that JB sells. Their fleet of trucks makes
deliveries from the Canadian border to the California
border, along the Interstate-5 corridor.
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Looking Back
The seeds of this family-operated business go back to when
Paul Jensen and brother Carl were growing up in Harrisburg,
Oregon, helping harvest the grass seed grown on the farm.
Back then, the seed was harvested by a threshing crew
that moved from farm to farm. The boys’ role was stacking
50-pound bags of seed which were loaded onto railcars. Later,
Paul became the seed salesman, traveling all over the US,
selling the many railcar loads of seed they had produced.
In the early 1960s, the family moved to Silverton, where
the main farm is now located, fittingly on Bluegrass
Lane. The brothers concentrated on specialty grass
seed production, increasing their acreage of bluegrass
throughout the ‘60s. Their direct involvement with sod
growers during Paul’s many travels led them into sod
production in 1968 and membership in the American
Sod Producers Association (ASPA) in 1970. (ASPA was
renamed Turfgrass Producers International [TPI] in 1994
to better reflect the international scope of the association.)
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Together, the brothers created JB (Jensen Brothers) Instant
Lawn. Paul was a promoter and entrepreneur, creating a
demand for sod, a product that was foreign in the Western
states at that time. The brothers split in 1971, with Carl
focusing entirely on seed production and Paul continuing
with both seed and sod.
Paul and his wife, Marie, became a dynamic team. He
was the big picture innovator and she was the pragmatic
business manager, as Anne-Marie says, “the glue that
held it together. Dad brightened any room he entered; his
energy was contagious, and he made people feel important.
He was so exuberant that I heard many stories about him
jumping up on the tables during sales meetings. Mom also
had some marketing genes. She came up with the ‘we keep
rollin’ a lawn’ part of the JB logo and a song, using that as
the tag line that was sung to the tune of ‘those caissons go
rolling along,’ on local radio spots.”
JB added retail stores to their customer base in the
early 1970s, first with Fred Meyer, then expanding into
Ernst, Home Depot and Lowe’s. By mid-1970, they had
established a strong sod market in Oregon. In the late ‘70s,
they created a satellite operation with 300 acres in sod
production in Redmond, Washington. During this period,
JB was growing a bluegrass/ryegrass sod.
Over the years, Marie became a big supporter of the
Ag community. She was one of the founding members
of women for agriculture and often went to the state
legislature to testify on bills. Anne-Marie says, “She saw
that our local berry production was becoming a dying
commodity, especially the Marion berries, and decided to
promote them. In 1987, she set
up a certified kitchen in the sod
office building and established
the LaSuisse Frozen Fruit Pie
Company which produced
handmade fruit pies. She and
two of my aunts delivered them
to high-end grocery stores in
Oregon.” Not wanting to take
the next step to mass production,
Marie sold her business in the fall
of 2000 to another local firm, the
Willamette Valley Pie Company.
Marie’s family played an integral
part in the establishment and
success of JB as well. Several of
her brothers were part of
JB from the beginning. Her
oldest brother ran the seed
cleaner until his retirement
about 10 years ago. One of her
younger brothers, Sam, was the
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sod and seed production manager for many years and then
transitioned into the blueberry and hazelnut production
side of JB, where he still is today. Sam’s daughter, Lydia
Khieu, has been with JB for over 25 years. She worked her
way through school as assistant to the CFO, transitioning
into accounts receivable, then controller, and is now JB’s
CFO/controller.
Growing up, Anne-Marie worked in the office side of
the business, learning all aspects from customer service
to accounting. After earning a degree in general business
with emphasis on marketing and accounting, AnneMarie worked in accounts payable for an ag coop for
a year before coming back into the business—a “Dad
stipulation.” Anne-Marie says, “I felt like Mom and I
were always pulling back on the purse strings because Dad
was so innovative and continually pushed the envelope.
Thankfully, Dad was blessed to hire good people to back
him up and help him have perspective. He could still use
his energy and ideas, but we’d all work together to analyze
the venture and then corral him, if necessary.”
Mark Tribbett spent his early years on a row crop farm
in St. Paul, OR. His parents sold the farm when he was
12, moving to Newberg, OR. By his freshman year in
high school, Mark got back into Ag. After graduation,
he continued custom farming 50 acres of hazelnuts, as
well as working for friends in their row crop farming
operation, until he purchased his own hazelnut farm in
1988. (Hazelnut is another name for Filberts. While many
farmers still refer to them as filberts, all the marketing
uses the name hazelnut.)

Paul and Carl Jensen introduce the Oregon Secretary of State to the new, high-tech, sod harvesting equipment.
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More Growth
After Mark and Anne-Marie married in 1989, Mark
joined the JB team, a decision welcomed by both family
and staff. Anne-Marie says, “Mom was the glue in the
early days of JB and Mark took over that role from her.
He has focused on the production and farm management
side of operations, which has greatly contributed to the
continued success of JB. He is very easy to get along with,
never asks anyone to do anything that he wouldn’t do
himself and encourages all of our team to deliver upon JB’s
core values of honesty and integrity, excellence, respect,
accountability and teamwork.”
The 1990s were years of big growth with new divisions
being added to the mix. JB began hydroseeding in
the early ‘90s, which opened new opportunities in the
residential, commercial, and golf course sectors of the
green industry. The division grew in the early 2000s to
include renovation work on golf courses and sports fields.
This gave JB the opportunity to have a dedicated crew for
the big roll jobs.

In the early 1990s, they began offering their own JB line
of custom-bagged grass seed blends and mixes, specifically
tailored to the Pacific Northwest growing conditions. This
grew to 11 stock keeping units (SKUs) carried by major
retailers, including: Home Depot, Lowe’s, McClendon’s,
Orchard Supply, Jerry’s, and Wilco.
In 1996, JB opened a wholesale nursery at the Redmond,
WA, location. A few years later, JB started growing
shade trees and container shrubs at the Silverton location,
opening nursery sales to the entire west coast.
Also in 1996, JB was challenged with providing a
temporary grass field at PGE Park in Portland for the
Women’s World Cup. JB learned from every job, refining
their process to become more efficient and to provide
the best possible field for each event. They have provided
temporary fields for friendly matches, World Cup
Qualifiers, and COPA Cup games involving teams like
the US Men’s and Women’s teams, Manchester United,
Barcelona, PSG, Athletic Bilbao, Chelsea, Real Madrid,
Seattle Sounders, Vancouver
Whitecaps and many more.
In 2007, JB established a
network of growers in nine
states to service Home Depot
and Lowe’s stores in the
Pacific Northwest as a single
vendor. In 2015, JB turned
this grower network over to
Harmony Outdoor Brands
and remains part of the
Harmony grower network.

Facing Challenges
As the economic downturn
hit, JB had to fully evaluate
all the divisions under
its umbrella and make
some difficult decisions
on downsizing, which
they enacted over a span
of several years. In 2009,
A mower and small turbine blower are at work on the sod installed over the artificial turf for soccer play. The home of the
they reduced their nursery
Seattle Seahawks was named Qwest Field when this photo was taken.
division, trimming
JB also purchased and sold VanVurren sod harvesters for
back to just the Redmond location. They closed the
about 10 years, until new lines of automated harvesters
hydroseeding and VanVurren harvester sales operations
were developed. JB also became part of the StrathAyr
and discontinued their alliance with the StrathAyr
group. Around 1998, they traveled to Australia with an
Company. JB went back to the basics to help maintain
international contingent of sod farmers to meet with Bill
the company’s financial health.
Casimaty and his daughter Kate. Bill had developed the
For years, JB leased and farmed over a 1000 acres of
StrathAyr, natural-turfgrass “tray” system, for athletic
grass seed. Over the last ten years, they’ve cut grass seed
stadiums. They were preparing for special installations for
production to less than 400 acres, transitioning into
the summer Olympics and the international group was
diversification by adding blueberries and hazelnuts to the
excited to visit the Olympic stadium with Bill’s team.
operation. The price of inputs for growing the seed has
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continued to rise while the ability to keep the seed clean of
other grasses is becoming more and more difficult. Much
hand rogueing is required and hiring the labor necessary
from outside contractors is challenging at $18 per hour.
In 2008, Paul Jensen had surgery to remove a benign brain
tumor and had many setbacks until he passed away in
2013. Prior to his health issues, Paul and Marie enjoyed
traveling all over the world, including several trips to
the Holy Lands. They also attended many of the TPI
Conferences where they enjoyed reconnecting with the
many friends they had made among sod growers. Hosting
the TPI summer meeting in 1991 was a highlight. Now,
at 87, Marie has so many things on her bucket list that,
Anne-Marie says, “She told her doctor that she plans on
living at least 10 more years to get them all done.”

Sod, Seed and Nursery Stock Today
JB's mission is clearly defined: “To deliver innovative
solutions for beautiful lawns and landscapes; grow by
collaboration with customers, suppliers and industry
associations; and invest in our employees while
implementing solutions for tomorrow's needs.”
JB currently grows, harvests, and cleans onsite three
types of grass seed; perennial ryegrass, turf-type tall
fescue and, in Oregon, Penncross Creeping bentgrass.
They continue to offer the JB-specialized bagged seed
blends and mixes, with some of the seed used coming
from their own production fields. Some of these same
blends and mixes are offered in their sod selection. The
seed is packaged in sizes ranging from 3-pounds to
50-pounds and is carried in major retail stores including:
Home Depot, Lowe’s, McClendon’s, Orchard Supply,
Jerry’s, and Wilco. The bags are available through both
farm locations for landscape contractors and the walk-in
trade, as well as online.
Sod/turf production at the Oregon farm is currently
580 acres of 100 percent ryegrass and turf-type tall
fescue, with the offerings varied as needed to fit market
demands. The advent of netting allowed them to grow a
100 percent ryegrass blend and still be able to harvest in
under a year with the right growing conditions. JB harvests
sod year around and, due to very wet winter conditions,
uses 4-wheel drive forklifts with large flotation tires. All
forklifts have two sets of pallet forks for efficiency and
speed in getting the sod out of the field. They use reel-type
mowers and Trebro Auto Stack harvesters. Their delivery
area from Oregon runs from the California border to
approximately 50 miles north of the Washington border.
JB backhauls freight to supplement drivers’ time in the
winter which allows them to have more consistent hours
throughout the year.
JB’s Redmond farm is nestled in the middle of a metro
area and now grows 250 acres of a 70/30 ryegrass/
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hard fescue blend and operates a wholesale nursery.
The salmon-bearing Sammamish River runs through
the property, putting the farm “under a microscope”
from the different governmental agencies. JB purchases
nursery plants, from ground cover up to shade trees, from
prime growers in the Willamette Valley. Along with
sod and wholesale nursery stock, the Redmond location
offers bulk mulch and compost, specially-formulated
and packaged JB Premium Starter and Premium
Maintenance fertilizers, and JB-packaged grass seed.
Approximately 30 to 35 percent of the sod business at
this location is walk-in traffic, compared to about one
percent walk-in at the Oregon farm.
One of the biggest challenges of JB’s Redmond, WA,
farm is the very tight Seattle area job market, which
makes it extremely difficult to hire enough truck drivers
to get their sod delivered. Traffic levels are high as well,
extending the time required for their trucks to travel
between delivery sites.
Mark says, “We’re also facing trucking challenges in
Oregon, because we deliver to such a wide geographic
area. The new E-log federal regulations make it difficult
to reach the longer distances within the driver’s time
restraints. A trip to and from Medford, OR, as well as
delivering the load, can be challenging when a driver
only has 11 hours of drive time per day. We’ve been
brainstorming ideas to more efficiently supply sod to this
area within the restraints of the new law.”
JB continues to do sports turf overlays for soccer games.
These have provided many interesting challenges. In
Vancouver B.C. they got so much rain they used a
helicopter to dry down the field and ended up cutting
holes in the asphalt to drain the excess water. In 2015, JB
did two games at the same time, one in Seattle and one
in Boise. The sod at Seattle’s Century Link was installed
and then covered with a specialized floor to accommodate
a concert the night before the soccer match. While that
match was going on at Century Link, Boise State’s “Smurf
Turf ” was covered for a soccer match involving Athletic
Bilbao. That sod was then uninstalled and reinstalled at a
park near the stadium in Boise.
For these high-profile, big roll jobs, JB has tested and
created their own equipment to install more quickly and
efficiently. The JB-designed sod pusher and installer helps
them lay the sod more tightly and uniformly under the
tight timeline restrictions.
For the last ten years, JB has partnered with an eastern
Washington sod farm to use their sand-based, no-net,
bluegrass or bluegrass/perennial ryegrass thick-cut big
roll sod for installations. Mark says, “It’s not a true
‘custom-grow’ as we have flexibility on the turfgrasses
used. We generally know the dates the sod will be
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needed about six months in advance, so we can make sure
it’s ready to roll when they are.” Paul (Mark and AnneMarie’s son) adds, “These often are high-intensity jobs,
with no more than 24 hours to install and/or uninstall.
We typically do just one job a year, but it’s an all-handson-deck approach. The job becomes our top priority.
Eight to ten of the everyday farm team goes to the
jobsite, along with several of the truck drivers.”
JB also offers big roll services to its landscape customers
and will rent the machines to landscapers who would
rather do the installation themselves.

Diversiﬁcation Abounds
Anne-Marie says, “We aren’t a typical farm in our area and,
because we have up to 85 employees, we have many corporate
considerations to address. We strive to do this without being
too corporate and losing the faith-based, family-business
integrity and focus that puts our people first.”
Their expansion into blueberries in 2007 put them on a
different side of the Ag market. They grow 32 acres of this
labor-intensive crop. The blueberries are picked by hand
and sent to their local processor who then sorts them by
color and packs them directly into “clam shell” plastic
containers for shipment to the regional grocery chains,
Costco, and overseas. JB grows two different varieties
of blueberries, Duke for fresh pick, and Bluejay, which
typically goes for processed. Since this is a fresh market
crop, labor is very costly and hard to find during the
picking season. So, equipment manufacturers are trying
to design machines that will pick the berries delicately
enough to still be offered as fresh pack to relieve the
reliance on human pickers. For now, the abundance of
blueberries grown in the area makes competing for labor
and price difficult.
Anne-Marie says, “There is a wide range of government
regulations involved. They look at your total operation
to make sure your fruit is healthy and safe to eat. This
involves an annual “Global Gap” certification for the
grower who must show they are working toward being
ecological stewards in energy efficiency, overall efficiency,
and sustainability—becoming ‘more green,’ as well as
showing that they are using safe food-handling practices.
It’s a stringent process that affects our whole farm, and the
ever-changing regulations are sure to make it even more
challenging moving forward.”
Another challenge to growing blueberries is figuring out
ways to rid the area of birds which can decimate the crop.
JB contracts with a falconer to fly his falcon over the fields
during the months of harvest. While the falconer typically
contracts his services for a group of growers in the area, it’s
an expensive way to keep the bird pressure down. But, it
has been very effective.
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Harvesting hazelnuts takes highly-specialized equipment.

Hazelnut production is rapidly increasing across Oregon
as demand for the product exceeds supply. The moderate
temperatures, regulated by the coastal weather patterns,
and the sandy loam soil which provides the required
drainage, combine to make ideal growing conditions for
hazelnut trees in the Willamette Valley. So, in addition
to Mark’s 50 acres of established hazelnut production, JB
began adding hazelnut fields six years ago, and now has
105 acres in production.
Mark says, “Typically, the filbert trees can produce for 60
years or more, but the Eastern Filbert Blight has infested
many of the older trees. Many growers are replacing them
with new cultivars that are blight resistant and produce
higher yields. Competition for ground is stiff in the Valley,
with 30,000 new acres of filberts planted in the last few
years. In today’s dollars, it costs approximately $1,200 per
acre to plant, with the trees spaced in a 20-foot by 18-foot
diamond pattern. Many farms in our area are planting
double density to get faster returns but must remove every
other tree in 8-10 years. Ninety of our 105 acres are now
planted to new cultivars and 50 acres of those produced
their first crop in 2017. It also takes specialized equipment
to harvest the hazelnuts.”
JB belongs to multiple farmer-owned cooperatives,
including Hazelnut Growers of Oregon (HGO), which
processes and markets their hazelnuts. A little over a year
ago, HGO merged with Wilco, a large farm supply co-op
with 18 retail stores, to form Wilco HGO. Mark served
on the HGO Board and continues to serve on the Wilco
HGO Board.
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With all these operations ongoing, JB’s full-time staff
levels fluctuate between 80 and 85, with 25 to 30 people
based in Washington and the rest in Oregon. In the
‘90s, when all the divisions were running at full capacity,
and before the downturn, JB had approximately 150
employees. To remain profitable, JB closed divisions and
focused on areas that were not so labor intensive. Mark
says, “Most of our current team has been with us between
10 and 20 years and we are blessed to have such loyal and
dedicated employees.”

Family and Faith
Mark and Anne-Marie have four children: Teresa, 25; Paul,
23; Lena, 13; and David, who is 11. As with most family
businesses, all four have been involved in helping in various
capacities as their age and skills evolved.
Teresa preferred working outside on the farm during her
high school years and now she has found her niche apart
from the company, serving as a physical therapist assistant
in nearby Keizer, Oregon. Anne-Marie says, “She really
loves helping people, so it’s a great fit for her.”
Paul has always had a heart for the farm. Growing up, he
went everywhere Mark went and has gleaned knowledge
from him and from JB’s long-term family members and
employees. Paul graduated from Oregon State University
with a major in Ag Science and joined the company full
time at the end of 2016. He deals with everyday operations
of the farm, but also works closely with the finance
department. Learn more about his role in the “Innovation
and Generations” article, beginning on page 30.
At this point, Lena and David both opt for the combine
crew over the office or blueberry fields. They’re both busy
with school and playing basketball, too, which involves
some creative scheduling for the entire family.
Faith is at the heart of this family and their business. It
forms their core values and guides how they live, work and
play. Mark has served as a trustee for their local Apostolic
Christian Church, just a “stone’s throw from their house,”
and the entire family is very involved there.
Anne-Marie says, “Mom and Dad’s faith also has been a big
part of our lives and they instilled in us that to whom much
is given much is required. Dad was very passionate about
helping others and, in his later years, was able to spend a
lot of time working toward that end. For years, they have
supported (and Marie continues to support) our church
world relief program called Harvest Call, as well as an
organization called Shared Hope International which works
to bring an end to sex trafficking.”
Anne-Marie and Mark have carried on that passion and
instilled it in their children. They’ve continued to support
Harvest Call and have taken part in its outreach activities.
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“Mark, Teresa and Paul were blessed with the opportunity
to serve on a work team to Haiti in 2015,” says Anne-Marie.
“Their primary activity that week was roofing schools and
churches. This last September, Teresa and I were blessed
to participate in a medical work team that went to Juarez,
Mexico. We spent a week in different sections of the city
giving health checkups and promoting the importance of
eating healthy and practicing good dental hygiene.”
About 25 years ago, Paul and Marie and a small group of
others worked very hard to put together a farming operation
in Romania that would be owned and worked by the locals
to help better themselves. Anne-Marie reports. “Due to the
Romanian Government, this endeavor was not successful.
Just three years ago, I learned about Lifesong for Orphans,
an organization that supports orphan care initiatives, such
as adoptions, and sustainable business opportunities in
other countries. One of these countries is the Ukraine,
where Lifesong has established a sustainable agribusiness
that produces and markets strawberries and other fruit to
grocery stores in the area. This, in turn, provides learning
and growth opportunities for children from the orphanage.
This is something that Dad would have loved to have
participated in. Supporting Lifesong touches Mom’s heart
and ours.”

Fun Facts
Paul Jensen was very proud of his wife Marie’s pies and was
always giving them away—to suppliers, legislators, even
flight attendants, when he traveled. It became an inventory
issue for the growing business, as Marie never knew when
some of those delicious pies would just disappear.
JB Instant Lawn hosted the American Sod Producers
Association (ASPA) Field Day in 1991, at the Silverton site
on “Bluegrass Lane.” Also known for his culinary expertise,
Paul prepared his famous barons of beef alongside Burton’s
catering who prepared salmon “Indian style,” smoked on
long sticks. Those treats, combined with Marie’s excellent
pies, are still fondly remembered by attendees. JB also
hosted a lunch onsite and gave tours of their operations
during TPI’s “Live Show & Tell” in July of 2015.
Mark and Paul both enjoy duck hunting and working on
classic cars and trucks. Paul’s 1940 pickup truck has become
the attention-drawing center in JB’s display at the Farwest
Show in Portland, Oregon.
The whole family enjoys camping, so at the end of summer,
between the grass seed and filbert harvests, they try to get
away to enjoy a little down time together.

Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
All photos courtesy of JB Instant Lawn, Inc.
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INNOVATION AND GENERATIONS—
JB INSTANT LAWN, INC.
By Suz Trusty
Editor’s Note: This is the fifth in a series of articles showcasing
TPI member businesses whose operations are growing through
a combination of innovation, utilization of technology, and
outreach to upcoming generations, internally and externally. If
you have a story to tell, or know of someone that you’d like to
hear more about, please contact your editors.
Turfgrass Producers International (TPI) is an association
of family businesses; each based on the dream of the
founders and built on their vision for the future. Their
commitment to achieving their goals took continual
improvement accomplished through a combination of
dedication and innovation. That laid the groundwork for
the next generation and created the opportunity to grow
the company by working together.

One Family's Story
The detailed background on JB Instant Lawn, Inc.
is covered in the article, “JB Instant Lawn, Inc.—50
Years And Still Rollin’ A Lawn,” starting on page 24.
Established in 1968, JB Instant Lawn, Inc. is a multifaceted, family-owned business, headquartered in the
heart of Oregon’s Willamette Valley. Their operation is
just outside of Silverton, OR, where they grow turf, grass
seed, hazelnuts and blueberries. JB also has sod production
fields and a wholesale nursery operation in Redmond,
Washington, just outside of Seattle.
Entering its 50th year, JB is now operated by the second
generation, Anne-Marie, daughter of the founders, Paul
and Marie Jensen, and her husband, Mark Tribbett.
Mark describes their sod operations as very dynamic and
“vertically integrated.” Some of the seed varieties that

This aerial photo of the Oregon farm and family home on Bluegrass Lane was
taken in October of 2010. The hoop houses have been removed. Paul Jensen
had the three-hole golf course designed and built as a potential business
venture that was not pursued.

JB grows are used in sod production as well as in the
packaged seed that JB sells.
The company’s roots reach back to the early 1950s when
Paul Jensen and his brother Carl, who farmed together
concentrating on specialty grass seed production, created
JB (Jensen Brothers) Instant Lawn to expand into growing
and promoting turfgrass sod. The brothers split in 1971,
with Carl focusing entirely on seed production and Paul
continuing with both seed and sod.
Mark Tribbett joined the family business after his
marriage to Anne-Marie in 1989. Working in conjunction
with Paul and his wife and business partner, Marie, the
Tribbetts helped grow the business over the years. Mark
now serves as President and Farm Manager, while AnneMarie continues to focus on the financial management,
human resources, and the office side of the operation.

Weathering the Storm

This shot of the Tribbett family was taken in 2017. From left to right: Teresa,
Paul, Lena, Mark, David and Anne-Marie.
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The economic downturn hit JB hard about six years ago.
Mark says, “As well as closing unprofitable divisions, we
scrutinized all areas, and found we had a lot of fat that
we had not recognized.” Anne-Marie adds, “We had to
make some big changes and they impacted all of our team
members. We did ten percent across the board pay cuts,
and still had to lay off people. We eliminated holiday pay
and quit making contributions to the employee 401K
accounts. Everyone was supportive, understood that the
changes were necessary, and stuck with us. Without our
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dedicated team of employees, our company would not be
here. The cuts to our team members were the first things
we restored once we weathered the storm.”
Mark says, “It was extremely hard to work through, but
we came out stronger. And, while I hope we never have an
experience like that again, we learned some very important
lessons. We found we really could make some stringent
cuts and fine-tune our operating procedures and keep
going.” These times are always in the back of their minds
when making business decisions. They know to continue
growing risks must be taken, but they must be well
considered, calculated risks.

Innovation and growth
Several years ago, JB formed an innovation team to
brainstorm new ideas, new products, and new business
opportunities. One of the ideas that was brought to
fruition was a sod starter kit which contains a small bag
of starter fertilizer, a pair of gloves, a watering gauge,
sod knives, and some “Stay Off the Grass” signs. The kit
is offered in Oregon and Washington as well as online.
About 80 percent of retail customers that buy sod purchase
a kit as well.
In late 2016, JB took a hard look at the amount of foot
traffic in their Redmond office and decided to create a
call center in the Oregon customer service division to
handle all the Oregon orders and the Washington phone
orders. This has worked well, allowing the Redmond office
to fully concentrate on walk-in traffic and enabling the
addition of more products to grow their business to take
advantage of their ideal location in the center of a growing
metropolitan area.
They initiated a focus on safety in 2017,
examining all segments of business
operations to determine where they
could make improvements to benefit the
health and safety of their staff. Starting
in their Washington division this past
January, JB implemented a process that
requires orders for delivery be made
in increments of 80-square-feet. That
80 square feet makes up one layer of a
pallet of standard-roll sod. The customer
can increase their order to any size, in
increments of 80, with a maximum of
six 80-square-foot-layers per pallet. This
lessens the potential of injury for their
trucking staff, as all deliveries are made
on pallets, alleviating lifting individual
40-to-60-pound rolls of sod. There still
are kinks to work out to fine-tune the
process, but JB hopes to implement it in
their Oregon division, too.
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Tapping into Outside Expertise
JB is proactive in working with outside consultants and
has used industry experts to help with decision-making
regarding outside acquisitions, hiring management-level
personnel, and improving employee health and safety.
Mark and Anne-Marie feel blessed by the talent and
capabilities of their staff, but they recognize that many
have been with the company for many years, as they have,
and feel the fresh perspective of specialized consultants
will help keep them from getting stagnant and unable
to think outside the box. Mark says, “The use of outside
consultants and serving on a variety of boards provides the
opportunity to brainstorm with others and helps us remain
open to new and different ways of doing things.”
JB utilizes an outside business consultant to work with
their executive team to help determine if new acquisitions
would be a good fit or not. They use Pat Kahm, an HR
consultant based in Nebraska, to help hire management
staff. Pat has used the tool “Personalysis” to analyze the
JB management team. And she uses it with potential new
hires to gauge if they will be a good fit for the position
and the JB team. Anne-Marie says, “This has been a very
interesting and successful process for us. She also helps our
management team put the “Personalysis” tool into practice
in their day-to-day operations.”
They’re also working with a safety consultant who is now
chairing both the Oregon and Washington safety committees.
He helps the entire staff keep safety a top priority.

It’s easy to see why these high flotation tires are needed as Paul Tribbett harvests these hazelnuts.
Note the nuts flowing into the box for shipment.
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Mark serves on various Boards and appreciates the
networking and learning opportunities they provide. He
currently is a member of The Wilco/HGO board, the TPI
board, and the Tee-2-Green board. Paul Jensen was one of
the founders and original Penncross growers. JB continues
to grow for this organization.
Mark has found serving on the TPI Board of Trustees an
excellent opportunity to network with a wonderful group
of very knowledgeable people who have great values and
really care about the industry. He says, “I admire the staff
and the board for working together and it is exciting to see
the direction TPI is taking.”

The Third Generation
Internal generational changes are underway for JB as well.
Mark and Anne-Marie have four children: Teresa, 25; Paul,
23; Lena, 13; and David, who is 11. As with most family
businesses, all four kids have been involved in helping in
various capacities as their age and skill-levels evolved.
Mark and Anne-Marie have always stressed with their
kids the importance of building good relationships and
following Biblical principles. “We are so blessed to see how
that is reflected in their work as well as their friendships,”
says Anne-Marie.
Teresa has opted for a profession apart from the family
business, serving as a physical therapist assistant. Paul
graduated from Oregon State University with a major in
Ag science and joined the company full-time in December
of 2016. He now deals with the everyday operations of the
farm but also works closely with the finance department.
Anne-Marie says, “Mark is thrilled that Paul made the
decision to come back to JB; it couldn’t happen soon
enough for either of them. Paul grew up working closely
with many of the guys on the farm, working on the
equipment, preparing the ground, seeding and harvesting,
and he learned so much from them. In many ways he has
been a part of their lives, and they’ve been an integral part
of his. He has great respect for them and in turn, they
respect him. It’s so special to see how they’ve accepted him
now as one of the team and continue to provide him with
opportunities to learn and share their collective wealth of
knowledge with him.”
Mark says, “Paul is very organized and has a good handle
on the financial aspects of the business, too, which is
especially exciting for Anne-Marie. He’ll be able to assist
with making good financial decisions in all areas,
including selecting equipment and upgrading to new
technology on the farm.”

Tackling Tech
It was always very important for Paul Sr. to be at the
forefront of service and technology. In the mid-90s, JB
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purchased a customized turf software program called
“Turf Systems” which allowed them to create very detailed
financial statements tailored to sod and helped them
manage their production and sales. JB’s accounting team
diligently gathers and generates information for better
management, tailoring their costs to the square foot on sod
and on an acre basis on the other crops. These reports and
statements are analyzed monthly, which provides the data
for the management team to quickly determine how each
division is doing and where changes are needed in crop
management or operational practices.
When JB started growing their own nursey stock and opened
the wholesale nursery in Redmond, they realized they needed
a more vigorous software package to manage the rapidly
increasing number of inventory items. They wanted the ability
to produce more detailed sales data and reports to provide
additional information for their sales team and added service
to their customers. They compared the pros and cons of
upgrading their current software compared to purchasing a
new, Windows-based product. In 2007, JB purchased a new
software package called Syspro. Its robust ERP package has
a strong reporting system that allows the JB staff to create
reports in-house, rather than hiring a programmer.
This software change was a huge undertaking that took
months to set up, customize to JB, and then implement,
but the effort paid off. Syspro is well-suited to JB’s
operations and provides the capability to grow in multiple
directions. Mark and Anne-Marie are very thankful for
team members who are willing to tackle these IT and
Tech issues to help JB “stay up with the times.”
Three years ago, JB updated their website to make it
more interactive and added online ordering for sod
and seed. Anne-Marie says, “It’s opening doors to new
demographics as people’s buying habits evolve.”
In 2017, they added upgraded GPS trackers to their
delivery trucks in the Oregon division, so the dispatcher
can monitor their movement in “real-time” via computer.
Anne-Marie says, “Now we can alert a customer if a
delivery will be later than scheduled and tell call-in
customers where ‘their driver’ is on the delivery route.”
Mark says, “Paul is in the process of installing upgraded
GPS tracking on our field equipment, too. We’re eager for
the opportunities that will provide to make our business
more efficient and cost effective.”
Anne-Marie says, “All of this innovation, growth, and
technology is impressive. Mark and I are looking forward
to learning more from Paul and the other millennials
that will be joining our team. Our 50th year is sure to be
challenging—and exciting—as JB keeps rollin’ a lawn.”
Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
All photos courtesy of JB Instant Lawn, Inc.
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SCOTLAND PHEASANT SHOOT
AND SO MUCH MORE!
By Suz Trusty
knowledge was invaluable,” he says.
Jutt adds, “Ten of us were shooting and
around 15 people were shaking noisemaking “beaters” while walking through
the woods to startle the pheasants into
flight.” Willie notes, “We were positioned
at a station at the bottom of the woods,
so birds coming to us were high and
fast.” Jutt reports that made the shooting
challenging, yet they killed between 180
and 190 birds that day.

(From left to right) Mark, Jutt, Aaron and Lonnie, in hunting attire, in front of
the historic Drummond Estates mansion.

During the exciting bidding process at The Lawn
Institute’s Live Auction held at TPI’s 50 & Fabulous
Anniversary Celebration in February of 2017, Aaron
McWhorter, NG Turf, Whitesburg, Georgia, bid $12,500
for a “Pheasant Hunting Trip for Four—in Scotland.”
The hunting package was donated by Willie Baird, Turffit
Ltd., Lochgelly, Fife, in Scotland.

Willie arranged a trip to the Royal
Athletics, the managers of St. Andrews.
Jutt says, “We had lunch in the club
house, toured the old course, and took
a photo on Swilcan Bridge, between the
1st and 18th fairways.”
They also fit in some great networking, touring Willie’s
farm, checking out their grasses; how they mine, bag and
sell a topsoil product; how they build pallets; and seeing
the unique tools and attachments they’ve fabricated. They
dug into operational details with Willie and his sales staff,
chatting about marketing and working with golf courses
and sports fields—and so much more.

TLI focuses its resources on scholarships, education and
turfgrass-related research along with outreach efforts to
increase the understanding and appreciation of the benefits
of turfgrass. Both Willie and Aaron considered auction
participation a way to support those initiatives and enjoy a
wonderful experience.
As they discussed the trip arrangements, Aaron reports
Willie told him it would be a “traditional pheasant hunt.”
An online search revealed a dress code of suits and hats.
Aaron says, “So we were prepared and looking forward to
the hunt and some sightseeing. Willie was a great host,
surprising us with some excellent additions.”
Aaron McWhorter; his son, Mark, and his two sonsin-law, Lonnie Alexander and Jutt Howard, arrived in
mid-November. The following day, they shot Clay Pigeons
to “get their eye in.” Willie says, “Watching them, I
concluded our birds would need Kevlar protection!”
The next day, they ventured through Gleneagles Estate
to the drive called ‘The Drummond,’ part of a historic
estate that now spans 61,000 acres. Willie had arranged
for ‘stuffers.’ “Along with loading assistance, their local
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Posing on Swilcan Bridge on the old course of St. Andrews are (from left to
right) Mark and Willie (standing) Jutt, Lonnie and Aaron (sitting).
Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News. Photos provided by Jutt Howard.
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GIVING BACK AND LOVING IT!
By Suz Trusty
In early December, the winning bidders of three of The
Lawn Institute’s Live Auction packages purchased at TPI’s
50 & Fabulous Anniversary Celebration collected their
rewards. And Wow—was it fabulous!!

John and Donna Coombs hang out in the Guinn’s Creek lodge kitchen
chatting with the chef, Hank Kerfoot.

John Coombs, Coombs Sod Farms, LLC, Elmer, New
Jersey, and Troy Kuenzi, Mountain View Seeds, Salem,
Oregon, had each bid $12,000 for a “Two Day Duck
Hunting Trip for Two.” The hunting package was donated
by the Keeven brothers—Eddie Keeven, Emerald View
Turf Farm, O’Fallon, Missouri; Tom Keeven, Heartland
Turf Farms, Inc., Columbia, Illinois; and James Keeven,
SelecTurf Inc., Jefferson City, Missouri. Those Keeven
brothers had teamed up again to bid a total of $5,500 for
“Dinner for 8 with Your Own Private Chef.” That package

was donated by Hank Kerfoot, Modern Turf, Inc.,
Rembert, South Carolina.
The gathering site was Guinn’s Creek, a 1,240-acre deer
hunting facility up on a bluff in the Missouri hills, a setting
the visitors called absolutely beautiful. It has ample space,
lodging amenities, sleeping quarters and a kitchen geared
for cooking for hungry hunters. It has a setup for trap
shooting, too. Goose Pasture, the duck hunting facility, is
about a 15-minute drive from Guinn’s Greek. The late Ed
Keeven, Sr., and his wife, Vivienne, had partnered with
friends, Marvin and Donna Eisenbath, on the two facilities
about 30 years ago. Both families and their guests have been
enjoying them ever since then. The Eisenbaths also own
Rimrock, a converted barn they use to host social functions.
Mary Kerfoot, Hank’s wife and co-chef, dubbed it “a unique
party barn—exquisite and beautiful.”
The action came in waves. John Coombs and his wife,
Donna, were the first of the hunt trip duo to arrive.
Hank and Mary had come in earlier, loaded with food
and preparation goods, wine, their Big Green Egg grill,
and even their winter “snowman” china and crystal wine
glasses—because the exceptional meals they were going
to provide deserve it. They not only prepared the dinners,
but also breakfasts, and some of the lunches. The food was
above and beyond what anyone expected. And the reports
from all involved, “Those two are FABULOUS cooks and
such fun too!”
The duck blinds are concrete pits with wooden tops. Eddie
says, “We do as much as we can to camouflage them—
those in the field with corn stalks and those along the
water with creek-bank plants, so the ducks don’t know
we’re in there. If they see you, they take off. The water
blind has a generator for heating, so we can keep it warm.
That’s roughing it in Missouri.”

John Coombs in the duck blind with the Keeven group.
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The Mountain View Seeds duo, Troy and
Aaron Kuenzi, arrived the day after John and
Mary departed. The Kuenzis duck hunted for
a day and a half, and while the weather didn’t
cooperate as all would have liked, they did
shoot a few. The best part, Aaron reports was
the opportunity to spend quality time and
really get to know such neat people.
Eddie says, “Duck hunting is the ‘golf ’ of
shooting sports; it’s a social event, with lots
of time for talking in between the shooting.
When you’re in a duck blind with someone for
most of the day you’re sure to find out if you’re
compatible with each other. With John and
with Aaron and Troy, there was no question.
It was a great time.”
One day of their hunt, Mary Kerfoot
prepared her special recipe Brunswick Stew.
Aaron says, “The Kerfoots even braved
the weather to bring it to the duck blind
Hank and Mary Kerfoot love creating delicious meals together and entertaining friends.
in a crock pot that they plugged into the
John says, “There’s a fourth Keeven brother, Marty, who
generator to keep warm. A delicious hot meal in a duck
is a professional photographer. He and one of their family
blind, that was such a surprise.”
friends set up the duck decoys and had the duck hunting
area all prepared with all the supplies we needed. They
Hank says, “The lodge has about 40 mounted deer heads
would even drive the boat for us. The Keeven teamwork
on the walls. Since it was just before Christmas, after
was amazing.”
delivering the Brunswick Stew, we picked up green, red
and gold Christmas ornaments, some garland and hooks
Donna says, “John didn’t get any ducks, but he had such
and decorated all of them.” When the group gathered in
a wonderful time hunting with the Keevens that it didn’t
that room later that evening, one by one they looked up to
bother him in the least.” John adds, “It was a really great
discover the Kerfoot elves’ handiwork.
experience. I’d do it again in a heartbeat.”
Eddie’s wife, Kathy, and Jim’s wife,
Kathy, arrived Sunday evening,
joining the group for dinner at the
lodge. The next day, those two took
Donna on a trip to Main Street
in St. Charles, MO, a registered
historic district filled with shopping
and dining spots. Donna says, “That
was such a treat; I so enjoyed it.”
That evening, John, Donna and the
Keeven group enjoyed a banquet
night at Rimrock. Vivienne brought
one of her signature dishes, a duck
appetizer that John raved about.
He and Donna had never had
shrimp and grits before—but after
experiencing Hank and Mary’s
magic touch on the special recipe
they’ve created—they can’t stop
talking about how wonderful it was.
Troy and Aaron Kuenzi and Hank and Mary Kerfoot in the duck blind with the Keeven group.
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Tom Keeven (right), Aaron Kuenzi, Eddie Keeven, Troy Kuenzi and Jim Keeven pose in the duck blind for photographer Marty Keeven.

Vivienne had hoped to join in an evening meal with Troy
and Aaron, but she wasn’t able to make it. Aaron says,
“She sent a potato cake she had made, a traditional family
favorite, and it was great—as were all the dishes that Hank
and Mary prepared.”

research and works to increase the understanding and
appreciation of the benefits of turfgrass. So, why did the
Keeven brothers and Kerfoots donate these great packages
to TLI? Why did the Coombs and Kuenzis and Keeven
brothers bid on them?

The Keevens presented Troy, Aaron, John and Donna
with a gun carrying case to take home, with their name
engraved on it. Aaron says, “It was special for them to do
that for all of us. We bid on a duck hunt and they did a
tremendous job of that but with so much extra added—
great food; great friendship.”

The answer was echoed by all. TLI does so much for
turfgrass producers by investing in the future of the
industry this was a great way to support that outreach.
“What could be better than to give back to something you
believe in—and enjoy doing it with great people?”

The Lawn Institute (TLI), TPI’s Foundation, is built
on the three pillars of science, education and the
environment. TLI funds scholarships and turfgrass-related

Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
All photos by Marty Keeven, Keeven
Photography, Inc.

Deer heads at the Guinn’s Creek lodge decorated by the Kerfoot “elves.”
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ROOTED IN RESEARCH
NC STATE UNIVERSITY 2017 TURFGRASS
RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM RECAP
By Casey Reynolds, PhD
The 2nd annual North Carolina State University Turfgrass
Research Symposium titled “Turf Trends for Changing
Times” was held on December 14, 2017, at the NC State
University Club in Raleigh, NC. Over 130 people attended
this event in person and another 120 attended live from
all over the world via live streaming. The event included
a notable set of speakers from the turfgrass industry and
academic world, several of which are TPI members. This
edition of Rooted in Research is devoted to a recap of what
was covered and how it may impact TPI members.

Developing the Next Generation of
Enhanced Turfgrasses
The program was led off by Bob Harriman, PhD, vice
president of The Scotts Miracle-Gro Company, with a
presentation on “Developing the Next Generation of
Enhanced Turfgrasses.” This presentation shared some
of the key milestones of current Scotts products and
the company’s vision for developing next generation
enhanced turfgrasses.
Turfgrasses play an important role in maintaining a
healthy environment and enriching our lives. While
advances in breeding and cultural practices are
continuously increasing the positive environmental impact
of turf, biotechnology has the potential to dramatically
enhance our ability to maintain healthy turfgrass with
even fewer inputs.
Biotechnology can provide breeders with the means to
help solve turfgrass management problems that have not,
and probably will not, be solved by conventional breeding.
Some improved features and benefits potentially available
through biotechnology include: herbicide resistance for
weed control with an environmentally benign herbicide,
reduced vertical growth to decrease the frequency of
mowing, broad-spectrum disease tolerance to reduce the
40

need for fungicides, improved heat or cold hardiness to
decrease loss of turf due to winter or summer stress, and
increased drought tolerance or water use efficiency to
reduce dependence on potable water sources.
Scotts has led many innovations in breeding, seed
production and turfgrass maintenance and is adding
another innovation to that legacy with Enhanced
Turfgrass Quality (ETQ ) turfgrasses. Dr. Harriman
states that ETQ products should be able to deliver superior
quality while requiring fewer inputs from mowing,
fertilization and herbicides.

“Product development is not an easy task.
Predicting what consumers want now and
in the future is difficult and navigating the
regulatory world to develop and deliver
these products is tricky.”
– Bob Harriman, PhD,
Vice President of The Scotts Miracle-Gro Company
Plant Protection Products—
What Does the Future Hold?
Dr. Renee Keese, biology project leader, research and
development, at BASF, then discussed “Plant Protection
Products—What Does the Future Hold?” This topic
focused on the many challenges that are present in
bringing a new product to market—including the time
and resources required to do so.
By 2050, the world’s population is expected to hit almost
10 billion people, and 70 percent of our population will be
living in urban areas. This means more energy and food
will be needed to sustain that population, and it will likely
be produced by an increasingly smaller number of farmers.
TPI Turf News March/April 2018

(From right to left as seated) Keynote speakers, Dr. Mark Schmidt, Dr. Bob Harriman and Dr. Renee Keese, join in a panel discussion during the NCSU
Turfgrass Research Symposium. Photo courtesy of NCSU

The chemical manufacturing industry has the
responsibility of developing products which are
thoroughly tested and pose no negative impacts on
human and environmental health. This process requires
time, money, personnel, and other resources and Dr.
Keese stated that on average BASF spends approximately
$2 million per day to bring new products into the market.
Dr. Keese went on to discuss that chemical companies
aren’t just about new chemicals, but also new technologies
to improve application, precision, and performance. New
technologies will impact the development and use of
new chemistries. Precision agriculture, including various
technologies such as hyperspectral imagery, drones, and
others will improve application techniques, increase
accuracy, and reduce overall use of fertilizers, plant
protection products, and water.
Precision agriculture using drones is already helping
golf course superintendents successfully grow healthy
turfgrass with fewer inputs. As we are well-aware, all
of these inputs, particularly water, will continue to be
a critical issue for turfgrass producers and managers,
and all other participants in the agriculture industry
throughout the world.
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BASF, like other companies including Bayer and
Syngenta, is always looking for ways to lead stewardship
initiatives in the turfgrass industry. Dr. Keese discussed
BASF’s biodiversity initiative called “Living Acres” that
is focused on increasing monarch butterfly populations
through establishing milkweed in non-crop areas and on
golf courses. Bayer has the “Bayer Bee Care Program”
which focuses on protecting bee health, and Syngenta
has “Operation Pollinator” which is an international
biodiversity program to boost pollinating insect numbers
on farms and golf courses. Each of these programs
will help lead the way in teaching the importance of
pollinators in agriculture to future generations.

“It takes an average of 8-10 years, and $286
million to develop new products and bring
them to market.”
– Renee Keese, PhD,
Biology Project Leader, Research and Development,
for BASF
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Deﬁning a Purpose and Adapting a
Plan: Enabling a Sustainable Future
for the Turfgrass and Managed
Landscape Industry
The morning session was then wrapped up by Dr. Mark
Schmidt who is the principal scientist and manager of
global university relations at John Deere. Dr. Schmidt
spoke about an initiative that TPI is directly involved in
that involves “Defining a Purpose and Adapting a Plan:
Enabling a Sustainable Future for the Turfgrass and
Managed Landscape Industry.”
Turfgrass is a core component of the managed
landscape. Among individual sites and as a collective
industry, turfgrass and managed landscapes serve an
important societal purpose in contributing economic,
environmental, and social value.
Yet, this value is often overlooked, undervalued, and
under pressure from challenges and debate over the use of
inputs and supporting management practices. As a result,
the turfgrass and landscape industries have developed
and adapted important changes and innovations to the
design, construction, and management of turfgrass areas
and managed landscapes. These include advances in
precision management, plant genetics, sustainable design
and management, and the incorporation of landscape
performance and valuation methods, among other factors.
Understanding current and future industry pressures and
means to adapt to these pressures will be critical to creating
a sustainable industry future rooted in value. To achieve a
sustainable future, the turfgrass and managed landscape
industry must continue to define and reinforce its purpose,
while also adapting a plan to achieve that purpose.

Over 130 people attended NC State’s Turfgrass Research Symposium in person
and another 120 attended live from all over the world via live streaming.
Photo by Casey Reynolds, PhD

The symposium continued with speakers from the
academic world, which was then followed by lunch and a
presentation and competition of research posters by faculty
and graduate students. The three top posters all reflect areas
of research that impact the development of turfgrasses and
turfgrass management practices. The winner of the poster
competition was PhD student Ray McCauley for his poster
Evaluation of sand topdressing on bermudagrass recovery post
fraise mowing. Second place was shared by Patrick Maxwell’s
Soil volumetric water content application affecting subsurface
lateral herbicide movement and Xingwang Yu’s Highresolution genetic mapping and comparative genomic analysis in
St. Augustinegrass.
TPI will continue to be involved in events such as this
and will always be on the lookout for turfgrass industry
and research news that may impact its members.
The entire agenda for this Turfgrass Research
Symposium, including speakers, academic posters, and
even recorded presentations, can all be viewed by clicking
on the following link:
https://events.reporter.ncsu.edu/turf/.

The public conversation around our industry is all related
to inputs. Right now, it appears that costs outweigh the
benefits because costs are more easily measured than
benefits. It is important that we develop and implement a
system that we can use to measure the benefits of natural
landscapes so that we can show their value. This will most
certainly help our discussions on policy because it could
allow us to demonstrate the value of ecosystem services
and natural capital.

“It is important to create sustainable value
that is relatable, essential, and measurable
to society.”
–Mark Schmidt, PhD,
Principal Scientist and Manager of
Global University Relations, at John Deere

During the Symposium, those presenting Posters were able to interact with
attendees as Patrick Maxwell does here, with his Poster: Soil volumetric
water content application affecting subsurface lateral herbicide movement.
Photo courtesy of NCSU
Casey Reynolds, PhD, is executive director
of Turfgrass Producers International.
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SCANNING THE RESEARCH JOURNALS
M. A. Fidanza, G. H. Snyder, and J. L. Cisar. 2017.
Documenting Changes in USGA Specification Rootzone Properties in Ultradwarf Bermudagrass Greens
International Turfgrass Society Research Journal 13:642-648
By John Cisar, PhD and Mike Fidanza, PhD

Paper Summary:
In this issue I review some research done close to
home by my colleagues, Mike Fidanza and George
Snyder, and me. The work was recently presented at
the 13th International Turfgrass Research Conference
in New Brunswick, NJ. The work was conducted
in south Florida over a nearly 8-year period on 4
aggressively utilized golf courses with ultradwarf
bermudagrass greens grown on USGA mixes. We
monitored the effects of time and routine golf course
maintenance practices on changes in key soil physical
characteristics. To our knowledge it is the longest run
on-site field trial of this nature ever conducted.

We looked at changes in organic matter (OM) content,
water movement (Ksat) and particle size distribution
(sand sizes) beginning in the spring of each year then
following up after summer renovations in the fall.
This provided a snapshot of what the manager was
facing going into the summer and then how well the
cultivations changed the greens mix physical properties.
In Florida, over 60 million rounds of golf are played
annually with the vast majority occurring during winter.
Managers have a relatively brief period to conduct
extensive renovations and cultivation after heavy seasonal
play in which cultivation is greatly restricted by grass
growth and player expectations. We did not instruct the
mangers on what to do. Rather we just monitored before
and after conditions through the year.

Figure 1:

Fig. 1. Example of (A) increasing rootzone organic matter and (B) decreasing saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) on two ‘Tifeagle’ bermudagrass golf course greens in southern Florida, measured three times during a period of 1 yr (September 2004 to September 2005). Data represent
means of four soil cores per green per assessment for Ksat and eight soil cores per green per assessment for organic matter. The error bar represents
standard error of the mean combining data across all three assessment times.

Although we report on 8 years we initially got involved in this research topic as it was becoming evident that issues
on newly established greens were having challenges. In our first figure (1) from 2004-5, we demonstrate the effect of
increasing organic matter and reduced water percolation in the first year after a complete re-sprigging of greens with
grass from a regional sod farm in south Florida (Fig. 1). The inverse relationship of OM development and reduced water
movement was an obvious and dramatic issue that needed attention.
44
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Figure 2:
Figure 2 provides a view into
how we separated the thatch,
organic matter stained soil
mix, and the underlying
original mix. The three layers
are distinct. The stain layer is
a sand dominated layer that is
darkened compared with the
lower original mix with residual
organic matter left after sand
topdressing dilution and
organic matter decomposition.
It reflects more stable OM.

Fig. 2. Two examples within the soil samplers (A and B), thatch layer (top), organic matter-stained
layer (center), and original rootzone layer (bottom) in a rootzone core (1.9-cm diameter by 20-cm
depth) taken from a ‘Tifeagle’ ultradrawf bermudagrass green in southern Florida.

Figure 3:

Fig. 3. (A) An undisturbed core taken from a golf green with seven
0.80-cm-diameter holes drilled through the thatch layer to gauge the
effect of thatch on saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat). If an increase
in Ksat was observed due to holes through the thatch, relative to the
initial Ksat determination, and the effect was most pronounced in samples having an initial low Ksat (B), it is assumed that thatch has a strong
influence on Ksat. If there is little relationship between changes in Ksat
due to holes and the initial Ksat (C), it is assumed that the thatch is not
greatly controlling Ksat and suggests that the rootzone below the thatch
may be more influential in controlling Ksat.

Figure 3 demonstrates our approach to assessing which layer was restricting downward movement of water. After
an initial determination of Ksat was made, holes were drilled into the thatch. If Ksat improved from the initial
determination, then the thatch was considered to have the major influence. If mostly unchanged then the underlying
stain layer was the most influential. The line graphs B and C illustrate this relationship.
TPI Turf News March/April 2018
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Figure 4:

Fig. 4. Depth of thatch and thickness of the organic matter-stained layer from the means of four undisturbed soil core samples per green, with two
greens sampled on each of four golf courses in southern Florida, measured from October 2006 to October 2013 to represent a spring and fall assessment each year. The error bar—one for all thatch measurements and one for all stained layer measurements—represents standard error of the mean
combining data across all assessments over time.

Over time, thatch OM stayed relatively flat at about 3/4s of an inch (Fig.4). What changed was the depth of
the stain layer as additional sands were added (Fig. 4). The increasing stain layer is observed with alternating
topdressing of black sand used in winter to increase temperature (Fig. 5).

Dr. John Cisar presents this research during the 13th International Turfgrass Research
Conference in New Brunswick, NJ, this past July. Photo by Suz Trusty
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Figure 5:

9 months

12 months

Note the fluctuation in OM in greens each year
with increasing OM in the thatch during cool
winter periods followed a big decrease during the
summer renovations (Fig. 6). During the winter
cultivation is limited and cooler weather decreases
decomposition of OM. In the summer the reverse
occurs. And the see-saw changes in OM in the
thatch becomes apparent over time. Over time the
dilutive effect of topdressing and decomposition
is evident in the stain layer as there is trend for
declining OM in the stain layer (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5. Example of upward rootzone growth of a sand-based ultradrawf
bermudagrass golf green due to repeated sand topdressings. At this particular southern Florida golf course, the superintendent used black sand
topdressing during the winter, making it possible to observe the effect
of repeated topdressings at 9 and 12 months later.

Figure 6:

Fig. 6. Organic matter measured in the thatch layer and rootzone stained layer from the means of four undisturbed soil core samples per green,
with two greens sampled on each of four golf courses in southern Florida, measured from April 2008 to October 2013 to represent a spring and fall
assessment each year. The error bar—one for all stained layer measurements and one for all thatch measurements—represents standard error of the
mean combining data across all assessments over time.
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Figure 7:

Fig. 7. (A) Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat), and (B) coefficient of variation of Ksat, measured from the means of four undisturbed soil core
samples per green, with two greens sampled on each of four golf courses in southern Florida, and measured from April 2009 to October 2013 to
represent a spring and fall assessment each year.

The relationship between cultivation and the key soil physical characteristic for water flow (Ksat) is revealed in Figure 7
as increasing summer cultivation increases Ksat and during the winter Ksat is reduced. Furthermore, notice that there is
increased variation in Ksat within a green during the winter (Fig. 7). This suggests that the greens are becoming more
internally inconsistent and demonstrates another important reason to do things like aeration, i.e., more consistently
performing greens. Greens that vary greatly are much more difficult to manage efficiently. Also note that over the years,
there is a trend for decreasing Ksat to levels below what is considered optimal for USGA specifications. Why?
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Figure 8:
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------------------------------------ % by weight -----------------------------------Thatch Layer:

0.0

2

0.9

15.5

37.3

26.8

18.9

0.6

Stain Layer:

0.0

1.6

27.2

42.3

23.1

5.3

0.4

Original Layer:

0.2

3.9

35.6

39.7

17.0

3.5

0.1

USGA Specs.:

< 10%

60%

20%

10%

Table 1. Particle sizes expressed as percentage by weight in the thatch, stained layer, and underlying original rootzone layer measured in October
2013 from the means of four undisturbed soil core samples per putting green, with two putting greens sampled on each of four golf courses in southern Florida and compared with USGA specifications for new construction of golf course putting green rootzones for each particle size classification.

The answer is in the changing nature of the sand particle
sizes over time. In Table 1, the relative differences of the
sands in the original mix is compared to the sand in the
built-up stain layer and surficial thatch layer. From these
four courses, it can be shown that the original materials
fit within the USGA specifications percent wise (Table
1). By 2013, there was a large shift from larger sand
sizes with larger pores to smaller sand sizes that were
higher in percentage than suggested (Table1). This shift
was having a major impact on decreasing saturated
conductivity. That change can have direct effects on
water and disease management. Why the change was
occurring is up for debate. It could be a combination
of sand size selection in topdressing and segregation of
sands applied that either are removed during routine
mowing with coarser materials not penetrating as much
into the canopy. Many managers select smaller particle
sizes to get more sand into the profile as ultradwarfs
provide dense canopies. Some try to overcome this bias
with coarser materials during summer cultivation and
introduce coarser sand into aeration holes to achieve a
blending of the materials over time.
The information we have provided here today has been
used by managers to monitor their practices and to
provide information to their stakeholders on why such
practices are necessary in order to obtain the quality
playing conditions required by golfers.
John L. Cisar, PhD, has retired as Professor of Turfgrass
Management and Water, University of Florida, Ft.
Lauderdale Research and Education Center. He is
currently a private agronomic consultant and Turf News
editorial advisor for warm-season grasses. Michael
Fidanza, PhD, is Professor of Plant and Soil Sciences
and Director of the Center for the Agricultural Sciences
and a Sustainable Environment, Pennsylvania State
University, Berks Campus, and 2018 Chair of Division
C5 (Turfgrass Science) of the Crop Science Society of
America (CSSA).
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ASSOCIATION UPDATES
TURFGRASS GROWERS ASSOCIATION:
MY NEWS TO SHARE FROM THE UK
By William Baird, TGA Chairman
I have been asked to update members on news from the
UK. As I say to anyone in the business, "The weather is
the Boss," and it has been a very variable year, especially in
Scotland. Our field drains ran dry two Novembers ago—
and didn't start again until end of June last; they haven't
stopped since. Normally we experience wet, mild winters,
thanks to the Gulf Stream, with grass growing, although
very slowly throughout most of the winter. We seem to
be experiencing more and more tail ends of Caribbean
Hurricanes having just dealt with "Georgina," number
seven since October 2017.
Our politics are providing as much uncertainty as
the weather. Immediately after our vote to discharge
ourselves from Europe, the obvious happened. The GBP

lost value against both the Dollar and Euro. It certainly
helped exports, however North American and European
machinery jumped in price. Turf growers in the UK, in
the main, do not attract subsidies, so more than ever, we
need to concentrate on effective marketing and retaining
our valued human resources from Eastern Europe. As the
GBP has fallen, they have begun to drift back home, so we
need to pay them more!! The future's uncertainty doesn't
help either.
Our “Pheasant shoot” trip, was an auction item at TPI’s
50th Anniversary Conference in Tampa. The winning
bidder, Aaron McWhorter, and his party arrived in
Edinburgh in mid-November for the event. See a bit
about their adventure on page 34. That’s it from me. Read
the rest of the TGA news below. And, as always, please
venture East, and include Turffit in your plans.

TGA NEWS UPDATE–2017
The TGA council aims to review the value of the
association for its members on a regular basis. During
2017 another review was undergone. A small committee of
TGA members met to discuss and define the direction of
the TGA. Great feedback was received from the members,
which enabled the strategy committee to tailor the existing
strategy to suit the modern requirements.
After several consultation sessions, the TGA strategy has
been agreed. Our strategic vision is: “to provide the TGA
members with support to aid their production of turf, the care of
their customer and to promote the use of turfgrass in the industry.”
To fulfil this, a series of strategic objectives were laid out
and with key goals to ensure the TGA is able to support
the members in the future.
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This year saw the addition of two new members to the council;
Richard Owens, Tillers Turf, and Kieran Would of Agrigem.
Richard is the golf and technical manager for Tillers Turf
Ltd. He has been with the company for three years and in
the industry for over 25 years. With a wealth of experience
in the golf industry and a great passion for the promotion of
biodiversity, he is a real asset to the TGA council. As one of
our associate members, Agrigem will play a vital role on the
council, providing technical information and updates, whilst
also helping represent the turf industry in the UK. Also new
to the TGA team is Coral Russell taking over for Tim Mudge
as TGA secretary. The team at British Growers runs the
administration for the TGA. (Coral.Russell@britishgrowers.org)
It is with great sadness that the TGA members said farewell to
a longstanding member and council member, Geoff Payne. He
was a great ambassador for the Association and the Industry
and will be remembered by all.
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ASSOCIATION UPDATES
The year was finalised by the Autumn meeting, held
at British Association of Landscape Industries (BALI)
headquarters. The members heard from BALI’s Marketing
Manager Darren Taylor about how the association runs and
the benefits that are provided to their members.
Kieran Would and Ollie Wright of Agrigem, presented
a technical update which included their research into
controlled release fertilisers and whether they’re suitable for
turf production. The presentation covered how controlled
release fertiliser works, the recent work that has been done
to achieve a better product, the pros and cons of use, and the
cost breakdown in comparison to conventional fertiliser use.
John Moverley from the Amenity Forum also addressed
the members. The Amenity Forum represents professional
organisations responsible for landscape management in urban
areas. John emphasised the importance of responsible pesticide
usage across the industry, proposing that TGA and the
Amenity Forum work more closely together in coming years.

TGA LOOKING TO 2018
Concerned with the lack of pest control in turf production,
the TGA is holding their own trials day this spring,
predominantly looking at bio-pesticides, varieties, and of
course the different machinery and technology options
available to growers. TGA’s first trials day, to be held 22
March, 2018, will help TGA members to see first-hand
different product options, to examine these, to question
the manufacturers, and to network with other growers.
The event is being kindly hosted by Tillers Turf at Newark
and sponsored by Agrigem. Looking further into 2018 the
TGA council will continue to ensure that the TGA goals
are being achieved. For more information on TGA and
upcoming events, visit www.turfgrass.co.uk.

THE 6TH EUROPEAN TURFGRASS SOCIETY
RESEARCH CONFERENCE
by Dr. Claudia de Bertoldi, ETS Secretary, Italy
The European Turfgrass Society is pleased to welcome
ETS members and other turfgrass specialists to the 6th
ETS Conference 2018 in Manchester, United Kingdom.
The ETS organizes its scientific turfgrass conference every
two years. Italy (2008), France (2010), Norway (2012),
Germany (2014) and Portugal (2016) were the previous
hosts of this international conference.
The UK has been chosen to host the event in 2018,
from 2-4 July. The meeting venue is the Renaissance
Manchester City Centre Hotel, a 4-star hotel situated in
Deansgate in the heart of the city of Manchester, ideally
situated for visitors to enjoy the many tourist attractions
and retail facilities nearby.
The Organising Committee with Dr. Stewart Brown, as
convener, is preparing this international congress under
the theme: “Different Shades of Green” for the many,
varied sports surfaces, and amenity facilities our industry
encompasses. The UK has a long history association with
turfgrass and boasts some of the most prestigious sporting
venues in the world. Manchester itself, is home to two
major Premiership football teams (Manchester United
FC and Manchester City FC), a County Cricket Ground
(Lancashire CCC) and has good rail and road connections
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to “England’s Golf Coast” which has three Open Venues:
Royal Liverpool Golf Course, Royal Lytham & St Anne’s
Golf Course and Royal Birkdale Golf Course.
The ETS Conferences are the forum par excellence for
scientists, consultants, companies and practitioners to
discuss technical issues related with the study of turfgrass.
Hosting the 6th ETS Conference 2018, it is our ambition
to provide a forum to spread innovative applications
for the benefit of the turfgrass industry promoting the
exchange of information among turfgrass specialists from
universities, official organisations and private companies.
Main topics of the 6th ETS Conference 2018:
• Sustainable Turfgrass Management
• Turfgrass Nutrition & Irrigation
• Turfgrass Pests, Diseases & Weeds
• Grass Breeding
• Turfgrass Technology
• Amenity & Landscape
More details will be announced once the Conference
program is completed. For more information, please
visit the conference website: www.turfgrasssociety.eu/
y.eu
ETSC_2018/ Or contact: stewart.brown@turfgrasssociety.eu
or info@turfgrasssociety.eu
TPI Turf News March/April 20188
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TPI STAFF
IS ON THE ROAD FOR YOU
By Suz Trusty
From May 9, 2017, through February 15, of 2018, TPI
Executive Director Casey Reynolds, PhD and Associate
Executive Director Karen Cooper individually—or
together—have attended nearly 20 industry events ranging
from the Texas Turf Show and Tell in McDade, TX, to the
13th International Turfgrass Research Conference (ITRC)
and TPI Summer Program in New Brunswick, NJ, to the
National Turfgrass Federation meeting in Washington,
DC, and the Carolinas Golf Show in Myrtle Beach, SC,
to Casey’s trip to the European Turfgrass Producers (ETP)
Seminars & Turf Expo in Venray and Ysselsteyn in the
Netherlands. They will surpass the 20 mark before May rolls
around again.
Each event attended is an opportunity to connect with TPI
members and potential TPI members, across the US and
around the world. And, help share the TPI story.

Having a Presence
The photo of the gathering of turfgrass Docs (PhDs) in
the TPI booth at the Golf Industry Show (GIS) is a prime
example of how a solid presence—in this case a booth
in the exhibit hall—can build recognition and a spirit
of camaraderie. Some TPI supplier members dropped
by to say “Hi” and “great to see TPI represented here.”
Some potential supplier members came to the booth to
chat with Casey or Karen as a follow up to their previous
conversations, by phone or at one of the other industry
events they had attended. Some folks just noticed the bare
feet on natural turfgrass, read the tagline, “We bring Green
to life, Naturally!” and stopped to ask, “Who is TPI?” and
“What do you stand for?”
College students participating in the Sports Turf Managers
Association (STMA) “Student Challenge Cup,” and/or
the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America
(GCSAA) “Turf Bowl,” which was held during the GIS,
and those students just attending these conferences can
connect with the staff member “manning” the booth to ask
questions about TPI’s role within the turfgrass industry and
how turfgrass sod producers will impact their future careers.
That booth also can, and does, serve as a meeting place
for TPI members—turfgrass producers, suppliers,
and academic personnel—as it did during the STMA
Conference and the GIS.
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Especially beneficial from the international aspect, in
addition to the ETP and the ITRC, are the GIS, the
STMA Conference and—of course—TPI’s International
Education Conference & Field Day and Summer Programs.
Connecting in person with TPI members from countries
other than the US strengthens relationships and makes it
easier to address any problems or concerns they might have.

Up Front
In addition, Casey has been representing TPI when
he makes a presentation (or two or more) at any of the
Conferences he attends. For example, he was at the
podium twice presenting sessions as part of the GCSAA
Education Conference this past February. In September,
he addressed the topic “Issues facing Turfgrass Producers
in the USA and Canada,” for ETP attendees at their
program in the Netherlands.
Casey’s former role on the academic side, especially the
educational sessions he has presented over the years,
have made him a “familiar face,” even for those who
have not met him previously, and that opens the door
for more connections.
Karen’s former role coordinating the educational program
for GCSAA has established her strong connections with
the academics and others on the speaking circuit. And
she’s building on that as she participates in these events.

Visiting Members
and Potential Members
Some of you know that Casey and Karen have spent
some time visiting the farms of some turfgrass producer
members because you have been one of them. While Casey
was familiar with the sod side of the turfgrass industry,
Karen was not.
And wow—has she been impressed with you! Of course,
by the scope of your operations and the specialized
equipment you use, but even more by your welcoming
attitude, patience with a “newbie” and willingness to
“show & tell” so she will get to know you, and the
industry, better. And, as many of you know, she’s a very
fast learner.
Casey and Karen also have made some trips to visit potential
supplier members, often meeting with a group of upper level
managers to explain who TPI is, what TPI does, and why
they should be a part of this vibrant and growing association.
Because the TPI Board of Trustees recently approved new
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Turfgrass Docs (PhDs) gather in the TPI booth at the Golf Industry Show to connect with TPI Executive Director Casey Reynolds, PhD, and Associate
Executive Director Karen Cooper. TPI rolled out this new booth design at the STMA Conference this past January.

membership classifications for supplier members, they have
another positive to present. The classifications have been
designed to create opportunities for more individuals from a
supplier company to receive printed copies of Turf News and
other member benefits. In addition, suppliers choosing one
of the expanded classification levels will be able to list more
of their representatives in the membership directory and on
the website, thus enabling producer members to more easily
identify a product supplier in their area or region. Casey
and Karen would welcome your phone call or email if you’re
interested in learning more about this. (The May/June issue
of Turf News will provide more details, too.)

Building Partnerships
An important step in building partnerships took place in
September when Casey took part in the National Turfgrass
Federation meeting in Washington, DC. As he reported
in his Executive Director’s Turf column in the November/
December 2017 issue of Turf News, he was there “to
represent TPI and The Lawn Institute (TLI) as they
discussed future opportunities for collaboration on turfgrass
research, education, and marketing to continue to move the
turfgrass industry forward. Particular topics of discussion
included turfgrass uses and benefits, the development of
new varieties, turfgrass genetics, and public education to
make sure that we are not only meeting the needs of society
and consumers but doing it in a way that is beneficial to the
economy, environment, and turfgrass industry.”

This theme is continuing as TPI and TLI once again
partner with the National Association of Landscape
Professionals (NALP), the Outdoor Power Equipment
Institute (OPEI), the Irrigation Association (IA) and
the National Hispanic Landscape Alliance (NHLA) in
promoting April Is… National Lawn Care Month.
TLI’s website offers promotional materials for TPI members
to use on a local and regional level, as does the “tool kit”
offered by NALP. The power of so many turfgrass-related
associations and their thousands of members uniting behind
a common theme and the potential that united effort has
to plant a positive message in the minds of the public,
educational leaders and government officials is exciting—
and definitely doable. (For more details, see the article,
“April is… National Lawn Care Month,” starting on page
22 of this issue of Turf News.)
Editor’s Note: Your co-editors also were able to attend the
STMA and GIS events. We had the opportunity to visit with
members, pick up story ideas and share the benefits of natural
grass. During the GIS we, and Karen, attended the TOCA
(Turf & Ornamental Communicators Association Breakfast).
This provided additional contact with the editors of most of the
other important industry publications and with the principle
communicators and marketing professionals of leading green
industry companies.
And more is yet to come, as the TPI staff is on the
road for you!
Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News.
Photo by Steve Trusty
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SEVEN METHODS
TO PUT MANAGEMENT PILLARS INTO PRACTICE
By Jan Makela
People management has drastically changed since earlier
decades, where the corporation was king, and people were
just workers to serve operational efficiency. The operational
model for today is mission, purpose and sustainability.
Today, teams and team leaders are kings. How can you
improve your team or organizational bottom line? Here are
seven proven methods that will help.

1. Vision and mission
In his book The 7 Habits of Highly Successful People,
Stephen Covey wrote, “Start with the end in mind.” What
is it that you want? What is in it for others to follow you?
There must be something bigger than you that others can
grasp and buy in to. Why does your organization exist?
It is not to make money; that is a result. Workers today
want to work for organizations that can show a purpose or
cause. Google‘s mission, for example, is “to organize the
world's information and make it universally accessible and
useful.” Today Google dominates 75 percent of the U.S.
online search market.

2. Goals
Everyone sets them in January. Whether it’s to lose weight
or exceed your sales forecast, most people begin setting
and evaluating their goals at the first of the year. And then
what happens? The goals go in a drawer or are hidden
in an electronic file never to see the light of day until
someone asks. So put your goals on display so that the
team and you can see the goals daily. Why? Out of sight
means out of mind. Keep your goals in front of the people
in charge of accomplishing them and ask them about
their progress on a routine basis—preferably on a weekly
basis. Ask them how they are doing and what you can do
to make the goals easier to accomplish. Watch what your
team does.

3. Expectations
Only 30 percent of employees know what is expected
of them at work. Your goal is to get people to work and
perform together. People will live up or down to the
perception of your expectations of them. If they think you
believe in their abilities and expect them to do well, they
will. Remember, if people don’t know what you expect,
don’t be surprised by what you get.
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4. Feedback
Feedback is craved by high performers and by all
employees as well. Positive feedback grows and negative
feedback stifles. Catch your employees or team members
doing the job right and watch when they continue. They
will do more of what generates positive feedback.

5. Treat everyone fairly but not equal
The people you work with are all unique individuals,
and although you need to treat each one fairly, that does
not necessarily mean equally. They have different values,
wants, backgrounds, skillsets, experience, and most
likely are at different stages of their careers. One size fits
nobody. Great managers play chess; average managers
play checkers. In checkers all the pieces move in the same
direction. In chess, all the pieces move differently and
the key to success is knowing the differences between the
pieces, how each piece moves and how to create a strategy
that maximizes the moves for all of them. Another
key piece of the puzzle is showing your team that you
genuinely care about them. They need to know you have
their interest at heart, people want to know that someone
at work cares about them as a person.
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6. Provide tools and resources to do
quality work
Most people don’t wake up in the morning and say to
themselves, “I think I will go to work today and do a bad
job.” Most people want to do quality work. Part of that
is having the tools and resources to do a quality job. Ask
your people what you can do to make their job easier.
Reaffirm your commitment and caring to them. If they
say, “I need a new widget maker,” get it. Provide them
with the resources they need to succeed. If they say they
don’t need anything, your response should be – “I guess I
can expect quality work.” You want to take away any and
all reasons people can conjure up for failure. You only
leave a path to success.

7. Celebrate success
What do organizations do when they accomplish a big
thing? Well, they move on to the next “big” thing. It is
important to stop and celebrate with your teams. Allow
people to share the memory of what has been accomplished.
Simple things like handwritten notes are important too.
Write notes to your people, yes, the old fashioned handwritten notes, saying thank for what they did and how their

contribution lead to the overall achievement of the group. They
might even post them on the wall of their work space, on their
desk or possibly even on the family refrigerator!
The seven pillars can help separate your organization
from the competition in your industry. If you are team
leader, it can help you and your team stand out within any
organization. People who are working in organizations
with purpose are much more likely to be promoters of their
employers and managers. Not only do they come to work to
do quality work, they are less likely to leave and go elsewhere
for employment.

Jan Makela is an executive coach, highly-sought after speaker,
and best-selling author of Cracking the Code to Success and
Be the Manager People Won’t Leave. Jan has a long and
successful history of working with companies to ensure quality
hiring and training practices. His specialty revolves around
strength-based leadership development, with a focus on
working with senior and mid-level executives, business owners,
and professionals. For more information on Jan Makela, please
visit www.StrengthBasedLeadership.net.
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TURF INDUSTRY NEWS
Aqua-Yield chosen from group of 7,000!
Aqua-Yield was named to Startup Grind’s 2018 Class of
Exhibiting Startups! From an original consideration list of
over 7,000 companies, The Startup Exhibition ultimately
recognized 130 companies handpicked from 115 countries
and 400 cities around the world.
The placement puts Aqua-Yield in an elite group of
companies and CEO Clark Bell recognizes the unique
privileges of being named. “Our selection to this list from
7,000 other startups speaks volumes to the unique offering
we bring to farmers on a global level in our ongoing focus
and goal to help them all become more sustainable and
profitable.” In yet another testament to the company’s guiding
overall spirit, Entrepreneur Magazine has named Aqua-Yield
to its 2017 Entrepreneurial 360 List.
Startup Grind is the largest independent startup community,
actively educating, inspiring, and connecting 1,000,000
founders in over 400 cities. To date, Startup Grind has
helped millions of entrepreneurs find mentorship, connect
to partners and hires, pursue funding, and reach new users.
Learn more at http://www.StartupGrind.com. For more
information on Aqua-Yield: Clark T. Bell, 801-449-9220,
clark@aquayield.com.
Syngenta Granted Label for Fire Ant Control
on Sod Farms
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
granted a supplemental label for Advion® fire ant bait to be
used in turf on sod farms and pastures grazed by horses and
other companion animals.
“Advion fire ant bait has proven to be a reliable, effective
product for fire ant control in the turf market,” said Gregg
Wisniewski, Syngenta insecticide brand manager for turf and
ornamentals in North America.
Advion fire ant bait controls foraging worker ants within 12
to 48 hours and delivers total colony control within 72 hours.
Unlike commonly used insecticides, Advion fire ant bait
does not need to be watered in and does not require contact
activity. Ants will actively seek out the bait and bring it back
for the entire colony to eat, including the queen.
“With only two applications needed for year-long control
and low use rates, Advion fire ant bait can help save time,
money and resources,” said Wisniewski. “With this economic
advantage and the speed of control, this product is a powerful
new addition for sod producers.”
It is important to remember when using Advion fire ant
bait for sod farms and pastures grazed by horses and other
companion animals, applicators must have the approved
supplemental label with them at time of application. To learn
more, visit GreenCastOnline.com/Advion.
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National Cherry Blossom Festival Greenscape Corridor
Bike Ride
The 4th annual National Cherry Blossom Festival
Greenscape Corridor Bike Ride will be on Sunday, April
8, beginning at 11:30 a.m. This 12-mile bike ride through
downtown Washington DC visits landmark green spaces
around our nation's capital, exploring the traditions and rich
history behind the three locations of the tour. At each tour
stop, National Park Service and US National Arboretum
horticulturists provide turfgrass information and yard care
tips and explain how each of these historic and cultural
landscapes is important to Washington, DC. The ride is
expected to attract approximately 100 people.
Sod Solutions Selected as Worldwide Master Licensee for
Innovation™ Zoysia
Tobey Wagner, president and co-founder of Sod Solutions,
has announced the launch of Innovation™ Zoysia, a
cold-hardy turfgrass that will now make Zoysia a viable
alternative for wherever Meyer or Emerald zoysiagrass are
grown and sold, and northward.
Christian Broucqsault, the COO of Sod Solutions, noted
the two land grant universities that worked together to
develop the grass. “The collaborative efforts of Dr. Jack Fry,
Professor, Turfgrass Science, Department of Horticulture
and Natural Resources at KSU and Dr. Ambika Chandra,
Associate Professor, Turfgrass Breeding and Genetics
at Texas A&M and their teams deserve recognition.
Their exhaustive and creative efforts, in developing what
scientifically was referred to as KSUZ 0802, remind us that
the science of sod is flourishing.”
Wagner said, “It is poised to benefit the U.S. turf industry
by expanding the Zoysia footprint into the southern twothirds of the country, from Indiana to Florida, and from
Virginia to Texas.
Roberto Gurgel, director of research for Sod Solutions,
explains its many advantages. “It has proven to be very
cold-hardy in studies. Plus, Innovation™ Zoysia exhibits
very good shade tolerance as well as good wear recovery,
is a fast-growing grass for production, greens up early
in the spring, shows good resistance to billbugs, and
demonstrates good disease tolerance in a variety of studies
and applications.”
Visit Sod Solutions at www.sodsolutions.com for more
information.
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TURF INDUSTRY NEWS
NALP Creates National Landscape Career Day
To address the critical workforce shortage, the National
Association of Landscape Professionals (NALP) has
announced the organization of Landscape Career Day, a
nationwide program to bring attention to the rewarding
careers that exist within the lawn and landscape profession.
Most of the events will take place during the months of March
and April but can be held any time that works for audience and
company goals.
Industry companies are encouraged to host events at their
company and within their communities that showcase
industry careers and highlight the many professional paths
that exist. To help companies host events, NALP’s Industry
Growth Initiative has created a 21-page toolkit, available at
LandscapeIndustryCareers.org.
The toolkit offers step-by-step instruction for successfully
managing several types of events from community service
projects to career fairs to school presentations and provides
resources including promotional fliers, digital ads, letters to
invite elected officials and educators, letter to request to host a
school event, artwork for banners, activity guides, and more.
Companies are asked to register their projects with NALP so
the association can track the number and types of events being
held across the country and communicate with event hosts.
Mountain Views Seeds announces ITODA Membership
Mountain View Seeds, Ltd. has announced their new
Associate Membership in the Independent Turf &
Ornamental Distributors Association (ITODA) for 2018.
"We are excited and happy to be able to join this unique
collection of independent business owners and manufacturers.
ITODA will provide Mountain View Seeds a perfect forum to
create new, exciting, environmentally-sound business ideas that
help the turfgrass industry" says Aaron Kuenzi, Executive Vice
President of Mountain View Seeds.
Hitting a Home Run for William Bradley Park
in San Marcos
Project EverGreen and Hunter Industries Join Forces with STMA
and Local Contractors to Deliver More Than $31,000 in Playing
Surface Improvements, Creating a Greener, Healthier, Cooler Earth
The playing surface of William Bradley Park’s Field # 3
in San Marcos, CA, became uneven due to the settling of
decomposing organic matter—the park was built on a former
landfill in the 1960s—and needed immediate attention.
To prevent the playing surface—which receives significant
year-around usage from an estimated 4,000 youth baseball,
softball and soccer athletes—from becoming a safety hazard, a
helping hand was needed.
Providing that lift was Project EverGreen and Hunter
Industries, along with the Southern California Sports Turf
Managers Association, and local landscape contractors and
suppliers who came together to revitalize this valuable stretch
of green space. West Coast Turf provided sod.
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The project, which was valued at more than $31,000 in
donated time and materials, however, is more than an aesthetic
makeover for the playing surface. It represents an investment in
the residents, especially children, who use the park to compete,
exercise and connect with their neighbors daily.
“The young athletes and San Marcos residents are the real
winners from this project,” said Cindy Code, executive
director of Project EverGreen. “The renovated field now
provides a safer playing surface for participants, and the
enhanced public areas deliver a healthy dose of green benefits
to the community.”
National Golf Day 2018 Set for April 25
in Washington, D.C.
Industry Leaders to Give Back Through National Mall Service
Project
National Golf Day celebrates the game’s nearly $70 billion
economy, nearly $4 billion annual charitable impact and many
environmental and fitness benefits. Industry leaders will meet
with Members of Congress, the Executive Branch and federal
agencies to discuss golf ’s 15,000-plus diverse businesses, two
million jobs impacted, tax revenue creation and tourism value.
Returning for 2018, golf industry leaders will arrive Monday,
April 23, to participate in a community service initiative on
the National Mall the morning of Tuesday, April 24. The
project will focus on beautification, preservation and helping
the National Park Service with turf deferred maintenance.
"With one in 75 U.S. jobs impacted by golf, the industry plays
a significant role in stimulating our economy nationwide,” says
Steve Mona, CEO of World Golf Foundation, administrator
of WE ARE GOLF. “Last year, a record 2.5 million people
tried golf for the first time, further cementing why it is vital to
share golf ’s interests with our country’s lawmakers, showcasing
the game’s many economic, charitable and fitness benefits.”
Visit the WE ARE GOLF social media hub at http://www.
wearegolf.org/social-media/national-golf-day. Use #NGD18 and
@wearegolf on Twitter and Instagram to show your support
for the golf industry.
Engineers make wearable sensors for plants
Scientists at Iowa State University have developed new, lowcost, easily produced, graphene-based, sensors-on-tape that
can be attached to plants and can provide new kinds of data to
researchers and farmers. Breeders can use them to breed and
monitor plants that are more efficient in using water.
For plant studies, the sensors are made with graphene oxide,
a material very sensitive to water vapor. The presence of water
vapor changes the conductivity of the material, and that can be
quantified to accurately measure transpiration from a leaf.
The technology could also “open a new route” for a wide
variety of applications, including sensors for biomedical
diagnostics, for checking the structural integrity of buildings,
gs,
for monitoring the environment and, after appropriate
modifications, for testing crops for diseases or pesticides.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CALL TEXAS SOD FOR ALL YOUR SOD NEEDS: New and
used equipment; Parts for all Sod Equipment; Netting, Harvester Tarps,
Trimble GPS Equipment, Sod Staples, Truck Tarps and much more.
Contact: 888-246-4268 or www.TexasSod.com
SALES MIDWEST: Several good used little roll, slab,
big roll, and auto-stacking harvesters for sale. New & Used
Donkey, Brouwer, Kesmac, MasterCraft, First Products,
Progressive. We also offer a full line of parts, Poly Tubes, Degradable Big
Roll Netting, Degradable Field Net & a variety of harvester & mower blades.
New & Used Equipment Contact: Sales Midwest Inc. at 800-3859408, 913-254-9560 or www.salesmidwest.com.
Contact: Diversified Asset Solutions at 888-888-8133, 913-829-5622
or twollesen@assetbids.com.
Get Registered for Our On-line Turf Auctions – Held Online at:
www.assetbids.com
FOR SALE: 2004 Trebro Harvestack, asking $66,000.
7,132 hrs., always shedded. Should you have any
questions or request for pictures please contact Marc.
Contact: Marc at 303-659-5118 or bittersweetturffarms@yahoo.com
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: 2012 Trebro AutoStack II
– 2728 hours, Excellent condition, asking $240,000; 2011
Trimax X-WAM Roller Mower, Good condition asking
$45,000; 2011 RotaDairon RX370 - 12 ft. wide, like new condition,
asking $30,000. For more pics, visit: https://business.facebook.com/pg/
SaratogaSod/photos/?tab=album&album_id=1574890589257845
Contact: Steve Griffen 518-664-5038 or steve@saratogasod.com
FOR SALE: Brouwer RollMax 2400 based on Ford 3930,
4WD with SH 1560 harvester; Brouwer RollMax 2400
based on John Deere 5210 with SH 1560 harvester.
Please send email to info@vanmac or call 864-332-9776.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: 2001 & 2005 Transcraft
TL 2000, 45’ x 96” Flatbeds w/Princeton Fork attachment,
air ride, lift axle, excellent condition - never seen salt.
Princeton Piggy Back Forklifts: 2000, D50 3WD, 2002 PB50 3WD,
1996 PB4500 2WD. Brouwer SPI Big Roll Installers: (1) - 30” & (3) 24”. Equipment located in Chicago area.
Contact Bob for pricing and questions @ 630-557-2900.
FOR SALE: Flatbeds with forklift kits. We have new
38’, 42' and 45’x 102’, Wilson, Manac, Wade and Clark
trailers in stock with more on order. We have all steel with
wood floors, 12 winches, headboards, LED lights, combo forklift kits,
Moffett, Princeton, Navigator and Palfinger. Steel disc wheels, air ride
slides, fixed air rides and spring slides. We also have Wilson 45' and 48'
combos, aluminum sides rails, aluminum floor, fixed air ride, sliding air
ride, headboard, universal lift kits. 10,500 lbs. If we do not have what
you want, we can have it built in as little as eight weeks.
Contact: Bill Israel at 404-324-7191 or bill.israel@northstar-trailer.com
HELP WANTED: This is an exciting time at Jonathan
Green. Perhaps you’d like to join us on the journey. We
are a fast growing, very successful horticultural company
with warehouses in New Jersey, Indiana and a grass seed production
and breeding company in Oregon. We have the best genetically superior
turf grasses in our Black Beauty Tall Fescue and Blue Panther Kentucky
Bluegrass Sod Pro Programs. We are now seeking a qualified sales person
to continue this exciting work along with us. If you grew up on a sod
farm or worked in sales selling to sod growers, like to travel and want to
expand your horizons; join us on this quest.
Please send your resume to: bgreenii@jonathangreen.com or Jonathan
Green, POB 326, Farmingdale, NJ 07727 ATTN: Barry Green II.
Wherever you see this camera icon, visit www.
TurfGrassSod.org to view pictures of the advertised items.
When viewing the electronic version of this page, just
click on any of the icons above that interest you to proceed directly to
the advertiser’s supplied picture.

TPI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING—TARGETED TO TURFGRASS PRODUCERS WORLDWIDE
Buying or selling equipment, supplies, properties, or looking for employment opportunities?
TPI classified advertising is the answer! Reach your target market with a low cost classified ad in Turf News magazine and the
TPI website at www.TurfGrassSod.org.
All classified ads are posted to the TPI website & featured in the matching Turf News issue for one low rate!

Premier Classiﬁed Advertising!
With the Premier Classified Advertising option you can add one photograph to your website ad! The electronic version of
Turf News will link the reader directly to your ad on TPI’s website. Readers of the print version will be able to view your ad with
picture by going to www.TurfGrassSod.org.
Classified Ad Rates:
TPI Member $200….…....Non-member $275
Premier Classified Ad: TPI Member $225………..Non-member $300
Rates are determined in one-inch vertical increments. Please estimate approximately 65 words per inch.
Photos are limited to the website and one photograph per ad.
Deadline: 30-days prior to Turf News issue date (e.g., May/June Turf News issue, ad is due by April 1).
Payment: Classified ads are to be paid in advance—we accept check or Visa, MasterCard & AmEx.
Contact: Please send your classified ad to Geri Hannah via fax 847-649-5678; email ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org or regular mail to:

Turfgrass Producers International, 444 E. Roosevelt Road #346, Lombard, IL 60148 U.S.A.
All classified ads are subject to review; TPI does not endorse any ad and reserves the right to edit or decline any ad.
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TPI LOSES MEMBER IN CANCER BATTLE
Longtime member J Robert "Bob" Hummer, 74, of
Manheim, PA, passed away peacefully surrounded by family
on January 29 following an eight-month battle with cancer.
He was a 1962 graduate of Manheim Central High School
and earned his Associate Degree in Turfgrass Management
from Penn State University. Bob served in the Pennsylvania
National Guard as an air defense automatic weapons
crewman, and was a member of numerous turfgrass, sod
farming, and golf course industry councils and associations.
His interests included golfing, skiing and auto racing. He
held a private pilot's license for a decade, and was certified in
scuba diving earlier in life. He loved to spend time with his
family and friends and adored his grandchildren. Above all
else, Bob will be remembered for his extreme generosity and
propensity to put the interests of others before his own.
Bob's true passion in life was his businesses and the
advancement of the turfgrass sciences. Bob was a pioneer
in the turfgrass industry, starting Sporting Valley with a
small field on his parent's farm 49 years ago, followed by
the creation of Hummer Turfgrass Systems three years
later to specialize in natural grass sports fields design and
construction. His firm has built, renovated, or maintained
nearly every high-profile sports field in the region, including
Penn State's Beaver Stadium, numerous NFL and MLB
venues, the Little League World Series, and locally, for
TPI Turf News March/April 2018

the Lancaster Barnstormers. Bob contributed his time and
energy to local and national groups and associations that
supported research and education in sod and sports field
management including American Sod Producers Association,
Turfgrass Producers International, Sports Turf Managers
Association, Keystone Athletic Field Managers Association,
Pennsylvania Turfgrass Council, Cultivated Sod Association
and Pennsylvania Landscape and Nursery Association. Bob
also served as host to several of the Turfgrass Producers
International field days. He remained active in the business
until his passing.
The family has established a memorial fund that
will benefit the study and advancement of turfgrass
sciences by providing student scholarships and graduate
project funding at the Center for Turfgrass Science
of Pennsylvania State University. Those desiring may
contribute in Bob's memory online at www.gofundme.com/
bobhummer or checks can be mailed to Gone Too Soon
Memorial Foundation, 2405 Junction Road, Manheim,
PA 17545. To send the family online condolences or to
read the full obituary, please visit: www.BuchFuneral.com
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TURF INDUSTRY CALENDAR
MARCH
March 12
NYSTA – Western Regional Conference
The Millennium Hotel, Buffalo, NY
Contact: www.nysta.org
March 22
NYSTA – Adirondack Regional Conference
Crowne Plaza, Lake Placid, NY
Contact: www.nysta.org

SEPTEMBER
September 17-19
Florida Turfgrass Association
66th Annual Conference & Show
Renaissance World Golf Village Resort, St. Augustine, FL
Contact: http://www.ftga.org/page/CS

OCTOBER

March 22
South Florida Turf EXPO 2018
Davie, FL
Contact: http://floridagcsa.site-ym.com/events/event_list.asp

October 4-6
FNGLA The Landscape Show
Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, FL
Contact: http://www.thelandscapeshow.org/

MAY

October 16-19
PGMS School of Grounds Management & GIE+EXPO
Louisville, KY
Contact: http://pgms.org/calendar-of-events/

May 5-6
2018 Landscape & Lifestyle Show
St. John’s Curling Club, St. John’s, NL Canada
Contact: lil@landscapenl.com; 709-700-2165

FUTURE EVENTS (2019 & BEYOND)
JULY
July 2-4
6th ETS Conference 2018
Renaissance Manchester City Hotel, United Kingdom
Contact: http://www.turfgrasssociety.eu/news/
welcome-to-the-6th-ets-conference-2018-july-2nd-4th-manchester-uk/

AUGUST
August 2
Kansas State University – Turf Field Day
Rocky Ford Turf Research Center, Manhattan, KS
Contact: http://www.k-state.edu/turf/
August 6-7
PGMS School of Grounds Management
Summer Conference
Grand Rapids, MI
Contact: http://pgms.org/calendar-of-events/

February 18-21, 2019
TPI 2019 International
Education Conference
The Westin Charlotte
Charlotte, NC
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July 23-25, 2019
TPI 2019 Summer Convention
& Field Day
Hyatt Regency Bloomington Minneapolis
Minneapolis, MN

International Education Conference
ncee The Westin Charlotte
Charlotte, North Carolina
February 18-21, 2o19

TPI SUMMER CONVENTION &

FIELD DAY

2019
MINNEAPOLIS | JULY 23-25, 2019

February 10-13, 2020
TPI 2020 International Education Conference
& Field Day
Buena Vista Palace Hotel & Spa
Lake Buena Vista, FL

For additional calendar items, visit www.TurfGrassSod.
org. If you are planning an industry event of interest to
our readers please send the information to:
ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org and put “Industry Calendar”
in the subject line.
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